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This policy was developed at our Safeguarding and Child Protection inset meeting and
was first adopted in September 2009. Safeguarding and Child Protection training is
given to all staff and volunteers on induction (as and when they begin work) and
annually at the beginning of every academic year.
The policy is to be reviewed annually. Although this policy may have sections that are
personalised to Mayflower Community Academy’s setting, our policy works in
accordance with guidance from Plymouth’s Local Safeguarding Board
http://www.proceduresonline.com/swcpp/plymouth/index.html (www.swcpp.org.uk).
Our school procedures for safeguarding children will therefore be in line with the Plymouth
Safeguarding Children Board (PSCB) Multi Agency Child Protection Procedures (www.swcpp.org.uk).

Roles - Key Safeguarding and Child Protection Contacts:
The Designated Safeguarding Lead is the Headteacher, David Sammels.
The Deputy Designated Safeguarding Lead is the Deputy Headteacher, Helen Jennings.
The Designated Governor for Safeguarding is Sue Matheron.
The Difference between Safeguarding and Child Protection
In essence,
Safeguarding applies to all children and young people.
Child Protection applies to a group of children who have experienced or are experiencing
abuse in their lives.
Safeguarding and Child Protection is about managing risk.
The Role of the School or College
Everyone who comes into contact with children and their families has a role to play in
safeguarding children. School and college staff are particularly important as they are in a
position to identify concerns early and provide help for children and to prevent concerns from
escalating.
(Source: Keeping Children Safe in Education 2016)
What is Safeguarding?
Safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children is defined for the purposes of this
guidance as
•

protecting children from maltreatment;

•

preventing impairment of children’s health or development

•

ensuring that children grow up in circumstances consistent with the provision of safe
and effective care; and

•

taking action to enable all children to have the best outcomes.
Children includes everyone under the age of 18

Summary
Safeguarding is what we do for all children and young people to keep them safe whilst in
our care. Child Protection describes the policy and procedures specifically for those young
people who are at risk of serious harm or have been seriously harmed.
Safeguarding starts at the front entrance to the Academy and aims to ensure that the adults
in the Academy have been vetted and know how to behave appropriately. When staff have
concerns they know who to speak to and understand the next steps that will take place.
Aspects of Safeguarding
Safeguarding is not just about protecting children from deliberate harm. It includes issues for
schools such as:
❖ bullying, including cyber-bullying
❖ child sexual exploitation
❖ domestic violence
❖ drug and substance misuse
❖ educational visits
❖ e-safety
❖ fabricated or induced illness
❖ faith abuse
❖ female genital mutilation (FGM)
❖ forced marriage
❖ gangs and youth violence
❖ gender-based violence/violence against women and girls (VAWG)

❖ harassment and discrimination
❖ intimate care
❖ management of contractors
❖ management of visitors
❖ meeting the needs of pupils with medical conditions, including mental ill-health
❖ private fostering
❖ providing first aid
❖ pupils’ health and safety
❖ racist abuse
❖ preventing radicalisation
❖ school security, taking into account the local context.
❖ self-harm
❖ sexting
❖ teenage relationship abuse
❖ trafficking
❖ use of physical intervention
❖ other issues which may be specific to a local area or population

Record – Report - Review
The Impact of Parenting Issues

Source: ‘Working Together to Safeguard Children (DFE 2015) and referenced 2017
Particularly Vulnerable Children
Children who may be more vulnerable to being harmed
•

babies and younger children
o The under-ones are particularly vulnerable to abuse (although it should be
remembered that abuse can happen at any age).
o The homicide rate for under-ones is seven times greater than the average.
o Babies under one have the highest rate of child protection plans

•

disabled children (6% of childhood population)
o 3.8 times more likely to be neglected

o 3.8 times more likely to be physically abused
o 3.1 times more likely to be emotionally abused
•

children who are isolated

•

children who are already thought of as a problem (e.g. children in care, children in
secure accommodation, children with emotional and behavioural difficulties)

Children living in particularly stressful circumstances. These include families:

1.0

•

living in poverty;

•

where there is domestic violence;

•

where a parent has a mental illness;

•

where a parent is misusing drugs or alcohol;

•

where a parent has a learning disability;

•

that face racism and other forms of social isolation;

•

living in areas with a lot of crime, poor housing and high unemployment.
Reference to Statutory Frameworks, Legislation and Guidance

This policy has been developed in accordance with the principles established by the Children
Act 1989; and in line with government publications:
Statutory Guidance:
“Working Together to Safeguard Children” 2017
Keeping Children Safe in Education 2016
Non-Statutory Guidance:
What to do if you are worried a child is being abused 2015
Information Sharing 2015
Responding to incidents of Sexting (UKCCIS) 2016
Guidance for safer working practice for those working with children and young people in
education settings 2015
Key Legislation:
The Children Act 1989

Local Government Act 2000 – effective joint working across local authority sectors
Education Act 2002 – duty on local education authorities to exercise safeguarding functions
for children and young people up to the age of 18 who are in full time education
Children Act 2004 – established Local Safeguarding Children Boards
“Framework for the Assessment of Children in Need and their Families” 2000
Safeguarding Children and Safer Recruitment in Education Guidance 2007
HM Government Seven Golden Rules for Information Sharing
“Keeping Children Safe in Education”, DfE Guidance, 2016
“Child Protection in Plymouth, Notes and Information for Designated Persons.”
“South West Child Protection Procedures” website.
“Common Assessment Framework for Children and Young People supporting tools.”
“Safeguarding Children in Education: Dealing with Allegations of Abuse Against Teachers and
Other Staff”
“Plymouth City Council Guidance – Managing a Child Protection Incident Involving
Allegations of Abuse Against Teachers, Other Staff and Volunteers (March 2008)”
DfE Non-Statutory Guidance for Schools in England. “The Use of Force to Control or Restrain
Pupils”
2.0
Mission Statement
The Governing Body takes seriously its responsibility under section 175 of the Education Act
2002 to safeguard 1 and promote the welfare of children; and to work together with other
agencies to ensure adequate arrangements within our Academy to identify, assess, and
support those children who are suffering harm.
We recognise that all staff2 and governors have a full and active part to play in protecting our
pupils from harm, and that the child’s welfare is our paramount concern.
All staff believe that our Academy should provide a caring, positive, safe and stimulating
1

Safeguarding (as defined in the Joint Inspector’s Safeguarding report) is taken to mean ”All agencies working with children,
young people and their families take all reasonable measures to ensure that the risk of harm to children’s welfare are
minimised” and “where there are concerns about children and young people’s welfare, all agencies take all appropriate
actions to address those concerns, working to agree local policies and procedures in full partnership with other agencies”
2
“Staff” covers ALL adult staff on site, including temporary, supply and ancillary staff, and volunteers working with children

environment that promotes the social, physical and moral development of the individual child.
3.0

Aims

To support the child’s development in ways that will foster security, confidence and resilience.
To provide an environment in which children and young people feel safe, secure, valued and
respected, feel confident and know how to approach adults if they are in difficulties.
To raise the awareness of all members of staff and volunteers of the need to safeguard
children and of their responsibilities in identifying and reporting possible cases of abuse.
To provide a systematic means of monitoring children known or thought to be at risk of harm,
and ensure we, the Academy, contribute to assessments of need and support plans for those
children.
To acknowledge the need for effective and appropriate communication between all members
of staff in relation to safeguarding pupils.
To develop a structured procedure within the Academy that will be followed by all members of
the Academy community in cases of suspected abuse.
To develop effective working relationships with all other agencies involved in safeguarding
children.
To ensure that all adults within our academy who have access to children have been checked
as to their suitability. This includes other community users of our facilities.

4.0
Procedures for Logging and Transferring Safeguarding Concerns
(examples below focus specifically on Child Protection but these procedures link directly to
logging and reporting all forms of Safeguarding concern e.g. bullying, Duty to PREVENT
Terrorism, Honour-based Violence, Female Genital Mutilation).
Record, Report and Review.
Copies of all relevant Child Protection and Safeguarding recording documents can be found
in classrooms. Copies of all Child Protection and Safeguarding reporting sheets and
procedure guidance can be found on the safeguarding reference display outside the admin
offices.
Our academy procedures for safeguarding children will be in line with Plymouth Local
Safeguarding Children’s Board (LSCB) procedures and Section 175 of the 2002 Education
Act. We will ensure that:
The governing body understands and fulfils its safeguarding responsibilities.
We have a Designated Safeguarding Lead who has undertaken Multi Agency Child Protection
Training delivered through the LSCB, and who undertakes other training as recommended by
the LA every two years.
We have a member of staff who will act in the Designated Safeguarding Lead’s absence who
has also received multi-agency training, and who will have been briefed in the role.
All members of staff are provided with opportunities to receive training by the Designated
Safeguarding Lead in order to develop their understanding of the signs and indicators of

abuse every three years.
All members of staff, volunteers, and governors know how to respond to a pupil who
discloses abuse or concern, and the procedure to be followed in appropriately sharing a
concern of possible abuse or a disclosure of abuse. All concerns should be reported, in the
first instance, to the Designated Safeguarding Lead – David Sammels
We will ensure that:


the governing body understands and fulfils its safeguarding responsibilities;



there is a Designated Safeguarding Lead and a Deputy Designated Safeguarding
Lead, who have undertaken role specific training, and also multi agency Child
Protection Awareness Training, delivered through the PSCB. Both staff members will
undertake other training as recommended by the PSCB every two years;



all staff will receive appropriate safeguarding and child protection training in order to
develop their understanding of child protection and, in particular, the signs and
indicators of abuse that is regularly updated (at least every three years). In addition, all
staff will receive safeguarding and child protection updates (for example via email, ebulletins and staff meetings), as required, but at least annually, to provide them with
relevant skills and knowledge to safeguard children effectively;



all staff will receive training on preventing radicalisation and extremism as part of the
PREVENT duty;



all staff are aware of the early help process, and understand their role in it. This
includes identifying emerging problems, liaising with the Designated Safeguarding
Lead, sharing information with other professionals to support early identification and
assessment, and in some cases, acting as the lead professional in undertaking an
early help assessment;



all staff are aware of the process for making referrals to Children, Young People and
Families Services and for statutory assessments under the Children Act 1989, that
may follow a referral, along with the role they may be expected to play in such
assessments;



all staff know how to respond to a pupil who discloses abuse, and the procedure to be
followed in sharing, appropriately, a concern of possible abuse or a disclosure of
abuse;



all parents are made aware of the school’s responsibilities in regard to child protection
procedures, through publication of the school’s Child Protection and Safeguarding

Policy, and we will make reference to it in our prospectus/brochure and home school
agreement;


our lettings policy will seek to ensure the suitability of adults working with children on
school sites at any time;



community users organising activities for children are aware of and understand the
need for compliance with the school’s child protection guidelines and procedures;



our recruitment and selection policy/code of practice includes all appropriate checks on
staff suitability including Disclosure and Barring Service checks. A minimum of two
individuals have completed Safer Recruitment Training (e.g. Headteacher, Member of
School Leadership Team or a nominated Governor) and we will ensure that at least
one trained individual participates in all recruitment within the school;



the name of any member of staff considered not suitable to work with children (and the
rationale for this decision) will be notified to the Disclosure and Barring Service and/or
the relevant Government Department/Agency (where appropriate), depending on the
nature of the concern, with the advice and support of the school’s Human Resources
Provider and/or the Local Authority Designated Officer;



all relevant staff, visiting officers etc. have been vetted in accordance with the
‘Childcare Disqualification Requirements’ and ‘Disqualification by Association’ statutory
guidance, and been deemed suitable for working with the relevant age range of
children within the school;



the name of the Designated Safeguarding Lead, Deputy Designated Safeguarding
Lead and Nominated Safeguarding Governor will be clearly displayed in the school
and on our website, with a statement explaining the school’s role in referring and
monitoring cases of suspected abuse;



all staff (including those from a supply agency) new to our school, will be given or
directed to a copy of the Child Protection and Safeguarding Policy, the booklet and the
name and contact details of the Designated Safeguarding Lead will be explained as
part of their induction into the school. In addition, all such staff will be made aware of
the ‘Guidance for Safer Working Practice for Adults who work with Children and Young
People’ booklet, available for reference within the school;



our child protection procedures will be reviewed annually and up-dated as necessary.

Step 1

RECORD
Your
Concern

Step 2

REPORT
Your
Concern

Do
DO- Have another adult with
you as a witness whilst with the
child.
DO- Remain calm and caring.
DO- Let the child speak freely.
DO- Inform the child that you
may have to tell someone about
your concern.
DO- Find out what action has
been taken regarding your
concern before the end of the
working day- before you leave
to go home.
DO- Write what the child says in
his/her own words.
DO- Report the concern
immediately.

Do Not
DO NOT- Ask leading questions or interrupt
the child’s flow of speech.
DO NOT- Take photographs.
DO NOT- Examine the child.
DO NOT- Interpret what you have been told –
just record it- in the child’s own words
wherever possible.
DO NOT- Delay the opportunity to listen.

DO NOT- Allow your feelings to influence the
child- don’t show shock/anger/pity etc.
DO NOT make promises of secrecy.

DO NOT- Assume someone else is dealing
with the concern.
1) David Sammels- Designated Safeguarding Lead for Child Protection and
Headteacher
2) Helen Jennings- Deputy Designated Safeguarding Lead for Child Protection
and Deputy Headteacher
3) Chris Lang – Family Support Worker
4) Penny Peters – SENDCo
5) Sarah Sandey – Year 5/6 Phase and Online Safety Leader
6) Social Care - Ring the concern through to The Gateway (01752)307160 or
Multi Agency Hub (01752)305200 then inform David Sammels as soon as
possible.

Step 3

REVIEW
Your
Concern

REVIEW your concern - Before you leave to go home that day, ensure you
find out where your referral or concern has gone, what action has taken place
and by who. If you feel that the concern has not been acted upon
appropriately, ring the concern through to The Gateway Tel: (01752)307160 or
Multi Agency Hub (01752)305200then inform one of the designated
safeguarding leads as soon as possible.
If you have been affected by this experience and feel you would like to talk to
someone in confidence about coping strategies (not the concern/case itself- this
must remain confidential) you can self-refer to the Schools Counselling Service
on Tel: 07519038509 Email:
schoolscounselling@hotmail.co.uk or speak to the Headteacher for help.

All parents/carers are made aware of the academy’s responsibilities in regard to
Safeguarding and Child Protection procedures through publication of the academy’s
Safeguarding and Child Protection Policy, and reference to it on the website.
Our lettings policy will seek to ensure the suitability of adults working with children on
academy sites at any time.
Community users organising activities for children are aware of and understand the need for
compliance with the academy’s Safeguarding and Child Protection guidelines and
procedures.
Our selection and recruitment policy includes all appropriate checks on staff suitability
including Disclosure and Barring Service checks.3A minimum of 2 members of staff
(Headteacher and Governor) have completed safe recruitment training.
The name of any member of staff considered not suitable to work with children will be notified
to the DfE Misconduct Team, with the advice and support of Education Personnel and in
accordance with the Barring Regulations.4
Our procedures will be annually reviewed and up-dated.
The name of the Designated Safeguarding Lead (David Sammels) will be clearly shown in the
Academy’s main reception area with a statement explaining the academy’s role in referring
and monitoring cases of suspected abuse.
All adults, (including supply teachers, non-teaching staff and volunteers), new to our academy
will be given a copy of our Safeguarding and Child Protection policy and the name and
contact details of the Designated Safeguarding Lead (David Sammels) and have these
explained, as part of their induction into the academy. Induction will also signpost staff and
visitors to our Academy website for access to an electronic copy of our Safeguarding and
Child Protection policy http://www.mayfloweracademy.org/policies/academy-policies
5.0

Responsibilities

We understand that our responsibility to safeguard children requires that we all appropriately
share any concerns that we may have about children.
The academy has a named Designated Governor for Safeguarding and Child
Protection – Sue Matheron.
We have a Designated Safeguarding Lead (a senior member of the leadership team) who is
responsible for:

3

Safe recruitment practice means scrutinising applicants, verifying identity and qualifications, obtaining character and
professional references, checking previous employment history and that a candidate has the health and physical capacity for
the job, and a face to face interview as well as the mandatory check of List 99, and, where appropriate, a Disclosure and
Barring Service Check.
4
The ‘Barring Regulations’ are the ‘Procedures for Barring or Restricting People Working with Children in Education’ DfE
July 2003















Referring by telephone a child’s details if there are concerns about their welfare,
possible abuse or neglect to Children’s Social Care. Concerns related specifically to
Honour-based Violence, PREVENT Duty or Female Genital Mutilation should be
logged in the same way and be assessed for referral to Social Care, Police or
CHANNEL where appropriate. A written record of the referral will be
faxed/posted/emailed to Children’s Social Care (using the Plymouth Schools referral
form), and a copy to the LA Senior Education Welfare Officer for Child Protection as
soon as possible within the academy day.
Ensuring that written records of concerns about a child are kept even if there is no
need to make an immediate referral.
Ensuring that all such records are kept confidentially and securely and are separate
from pupil records, with a front sheet listing dates and brief entry to provide a
chronology.
Ensuring that an indication of further record-keeping is marked on the pupil records.
Acting as a focal point for staff to discuss concerns and liaising with other agencies
and professionals.
Attending (or delegating this requirement to another appropriately informed member of
staff) case conferences, family support meetings, core groups, or other multi-agency
planning meetings, contributing to the Framework for Assessments process, and
providing a report which has been shared with the parents.
Ensuring that any pupil currently on a child protection plan who is absent without
explanation for two days is referred to their key worker’s Social Care Team
Ensuring that all academy staff are aware of this policy and know how to recognise
and refer any concerns.
Providing, with the Headteacher, an annual report for the governing body, detailing any
changes to the policy and procedures; training undertaken by the Designated
Safeguarding Leads and by all staff and governors; relevant curricular issues, number
and type of incidents/cases, and number of children referred to Children’s Social Care
and subject to a child protection plan (anonymised).
Keeping themselves up to date with knowledge to enable them to fulfil their role,
including attending relevant training provided by the LSCB, or the LA.

6.0 Supporting Children
We recognise that a child who is abused, at risk of harm, who witnesses violence or who lives
in a violent environment may feel helpless and humiliated, may blame themselves, and find it
difficult to develop and maintain a sense of self-worth.
We recognise that the academy may provide the only stability in the lives of children who
have been abused or who are at risk of harm.
We accept that research shows that the behaviour of a child in these circumstances may
range from that which is perceived to be normal to aggressive or withdrawn.
Our academy will support all pupils by:









Encouraging the development of self-esteem and resilience in every aspect of
academy life including through the curriculum.
Promoting a caring, safe and positive environment within the academy.
Liaising and working together with all other support services and those agencies
involved in the safeguarding of children.
Notifying Children’s Social Care as soon as there is a significant concern.
Ensuring that a named teacher (David Sammels) is designated for Looked after
Children (LAC) and that an up to date list of children is regularly reviewed and
updated. The PLACE (Plymouth Looked after Children Education) Team must be
made aware of all LAC in the Academy.
Providing continuing support to a pupil (about whom there have been concerns) who
leaves the academy by ensuring that such concerns and academy medical records are
forwarded under confidential cover to the Head at the pupil’s new school as a matter of
urgency.

7.0
Confidentiality
We recognise that all matters relating to child protection are confidential.
The Headteacher or Designated Safeguarding Lead will disclose personal information about a
pupil to other members of staff on a need to know basis only.
All staff must be aware that they have a professional responsibility to share information with
other agencies in order to safeguard children adhering to the Seven Golden Rules for
Information Sharing.
All staff must be aware that they cannot promise a child to keep secrets which might
compromise the child’s safety or well-being, or that of another.
We will always undertake to share our intention to refer a child to Children’s Social Care with
their parents/carers unless to do so could put the child at greater risk of harm, or impede a
criminal investigation. If in doubt, we will consult with Social Care and/or Gateway on this
point.
Information sharing is an important aspect of safeguarding children and vulnerable people.
Serious Case Reviews often record that a failure to share information has been a key factor.
It is important however that information is shared legally. What follows is offered as guidance
and is not a substitute for legal advice.
In 2015 the government published updated guidance on Information Sharing. This document
replaces previous government guidance and contains a useful flowchart of when and how to
share information. There is an additional ‘Myth-busting guide’. You can find the document
here: www.safeguardinghandbook.co.uk/informationsharing
The duty to share information arises from:

● Children Act 1989
● Children Act 2004 Section 11
● Duty to make arrangements to ensure their functions are discharged with regard to the
need to safeguard and promote the welfare of children
● Data Protection Act 1998 Section 29
● Disclose personal information without consent to detect or prevent crime
● Defined category of public interest: The protection of vulnerable members of the
community
When children are suffering or may be at risk of suffering significant harm, concerns must
always be shared with children’s social care or the police.
Mayflower will make it clear to parents that they have general duty to share information with
other agencies where they have safeguarding concerns. However, consent must be sought
directly from parents on a case-by-case basis. A general statement does not replace the need
to ask for consent when required.
It is good practice that schools should work in partnership with parents and carers. This
means that in general schools should share information with other agencies with the parents’
knowledge and consent.
If parents do not consent, the duty to refer overrides this, as the safety of the child is
paramount.
Seeking consent is not required, if to do so would:
● place a person at increased risk of harm (usually the child, but also a family member or
another person);
● prejudice the prevention, detection or prosecution of a serious crime; or lead to an
unjustifiable delay in making enquiries.
Recording Consent Decisions
Mayflower will record the request for consent and the outcome. Where the parent refuses
consent or is not asked, the school must record the decision to share information without
consent and give the reasons. The social care referral form often has a space for the consent
decisions to be recorded.

Seven golden rules for information sharing
(Information Sharing: Advice for practitioners (2015))
1. Remember that the Data Protection Act 1998 and human rights law are not barriers to
justified information sharing, but provide a framework to ensure that personal information
about living individuals is shared appropriately.
2. Be open and honest with the individual (and/or their family where appropriate) from the
outset about why, what, how and with whom information will, or could be shared, and seek
their agreement, unless it is unsafe or inappropriate to do so.
3. Seek advice from other practitioners if you are in any doubt about sharing the information
concerned, without disclosing the identity of the individual where possible.
4. Share with informed consent where appropriate and, where possible, respect the wishes of
those who do not consent to share confidential information. You may still share information
without consent if, in your judgement, there is good reason to do so, such as where safety
may be at risk. You will need to base your judgement on the facts of the case. When you are
sharing or requesting personal information from someone, be certain of the basis upon which
you are doing so. Where you have consent, be mindful that an individual might not expect
information to be shared.
5. Consider safety and well-being: Base your information sharing decisions on considerations
of the safety and well-being of the individual and others who may be affected by their actions.
6. Necessary, proportionate, relevant, adequate, accurate, timely and secure: Ensure that the
information you share is necessary for the purpose for which you are sharing it, is shared only
with those individuals who need to have it, is accurate and up-to-date, is shared in a timely
fashion, and is shared securely (see principles).
7. Keep a record of your decision and the reasons for it – whether it is to share information or
not. If you decide to share, then record what you have shared, with whom and for what
purpose.
Sharing information with other schools
Child Protection information will be transferred as soon as possible to the pupil’s new school,
but kept separately from the main pupil file. It is important to transfer this information to
prevent harm to a child. Parental consent is not required to transfer this data, since it is held
to prevent harm to a child. Where parents object, the fact should be recorded and the reasons
to transfer should be noted.

Primary schools do not need to keep copies of any records in the pupil record except if there
is an ongoing legal action when the pupil leaves the school. Custody of and responsibility for
the records passes to the school the pupil transfers to.
Although it is the duty of the previous school to transfer the data as soon as possible to the
new school, occasionally parents may not share the name of the new school. It is important,
therefore, that when schools admit children, they should contact the previous school to check
whether there are child protection records and to transfer them when they exist. Mayflower
will send a letter, email or ring the previous school asking for written confirmation whether
there are Child Protection records or not.
Where children go missing, government guidance set out in ‘Children missing education’ will
be followed. (see also ‘Keeping Children Safe in Education (2016))
Sharing child protection information securely by post
• Confirm the name, department and address of the recipient.
• Seal the information in a double envelope, ensuring the packaging is sufficient to
the contents during transit.

protect

• Mark the inner envelope ‘Private and Confidential – To be opened by addressee only’.
• Make sure that there is nothing on the outer envelope that would indicate that it contains
personal information.
• Ensure a return address is included on both the outer and inner envelopes in case it has to
be returned for some reason.
• When appropriate send the information by recorded delivery or by locally approved courier;

• Ask the recipient to confirm receipt. Enclose a form for them to sign and return.
Retention and Disposal of Child Protection Records
(Source: Information and Records Management Society)
www.safeguardinghandbook.co.uk/recordsmanagement
Child Protection records should be retained by the last school or college that the young
person attends. The records should be kept until the person has their 26th birthday and
then securely disposed of.

Refusing parental requests for schools to release pupil information
Subject Access Requests
(Source: Information Commissioner’s Office) www.safeguardinghandbook.co.uk/icopupilinfo
In maintained schools, parents have the right to access their child’s educational record. In
academies, free schools in England, or independent schools, there is no equivalent right of
access and it is up to the school will make the decision to give access or not. All schools
can withhold an educational record where the information might cause serious harm to the
physical or mental health of the pupil or another individual.
Sources See:
Information Sharing - Advice for safeguarding practitioners (2015) HMGov
www.safeguardinghandbook.co.uk/informationsharing
Keeping Children Safe in Education (2016)
www.safeguardinghandbook.co.uk/keepingchildrensafe
Working Together to Safeguard Children (2017)
www.safeguardinghandbook.co.uk/workingtogether
Children Missing Education (at time of writing the government is updating this guidance)

Source: Information Sharing - Advice for safeguarding practitioners (2015)

8.0

Supporting Staff

We recognise that staff working in the Academy who have become involved with a child who
has suffered harm, or appears to be likely to suffer harm may find the situation stressful and
upsetting.
We will support such staff by providing an opportunity to talk through their anxieties with the
Designated Safeguarding Lead and to seek further support. This could be provided by, for
example, the Headteacher, by Occupational Health and/or a teacher/trade union
representative/school counselling service as appropriate.
We understand that staff should have access to advice on the boundaries of appropriate
behaviour. The document “Guidance for Safe Working Practices for the Protection of Children
and Staff in Education Settings” provides advice on this and the circumstances which should
be avoided in order to limit complaints against staff of abuse of trust, and/or allegations of
physical or sexual abuse. At induction staff are given training and a copy of our Academy
‘Staff Conduct’ policy, which aims to support both staff and pupils to stay safe when working
directly with pupils and also whilst using e-mail, social media internet etc.
We recognise that designated staff should have access to support and appropriate
workshops, courses or meetings as organised by the LA.
9.0a

Allegations Against Staff

All academy staff should take care not to place themselves in a vulnerable position with a
child. It is always advisable for interviews or work with individual children or parents to be
conducted in view of other adults.
All staff should be aware of the whole academy Promotion of Self Esteem and Positive
Learning Behaviour policy. This policy offers key language and strategies that all staff should
use when working with pupils.
We understand that a pupil may make an allegation against a member of staff.
If such an allegation is made, the member of staff receiving the allegation will immediately
inform the Headteacher or the most senior teacher if the Headteacher is not present.
The Headteacher or senior teacher on all such occasions will discuss the content of the
allegation with the LA Lead Officer for Allegations against Staff and may consult with the
Designated Safeguarding Lead in the Academy if he/she is not the Designated Safeguarding
Lead.
If the allegation made to a member of staff concerns the Headteacher, the person receiving
the allegation will immediately inform the Chair of the Academy Governing Council who will
consult the LA Lead Officer for Allegations against Staff without notifying the Headteacher
first.

The academy will follow the LA procedures and guidance for managing allegations against
staff, copies of which can be found in the Head Teachers office or on the shared drive.
Suspension and possible subsequent legal proceedings concerning the member of staff
against whom an allegation has been made needs careful consideration, and we will consult
the LA Lead Officer for Allegations against Staff in making this decision.
Our lettings agreement for other users requires that the organiser will manage the suspension
of adults where necessary from Academy premises.
See and follow flow chart (i) below.

Flowchart for the initial management of allegations about staff or volunteers (i)

9.0 b

Managing Allegations Against Other Pupils - including Peer on Peer Abuse

Some allegations may be of such a serious nature that they may raise safeguarding
concerns. These allegations are most likely to include physical abuse, emotional abuse,
sexual abuse and sexual exploitation. It is also likely that incidents dealt with under this policy
will involve older pupils and their behaviour towards younger pupils or those who are
vulnerable.
Key Issues
●
●
●
●
●
●

What are Safeguarding allegations?
What steps should be taken?
Who else should be informed?
Should this safeguarding allegation trigger a social care referral?
Should this safeguarding allegation trigger a police investigation?
Draft policy statements

At Mayflower Community Academy we believe that all children have a right to attend our
Academy and learn in a safe environment. Children should be free from harm by adults in the
academy and from other pupils. We recognise that some pupils will sometime negatively
affect the learning and wellbeing of others and their behaviour will be dealt with under the
Academy’s behaviour policy.
Safeguarding allegations
Occasionally, allegations may be made against pupils by others in the Academy, which are of
a safeguarding nature. Safeguarding issues raised in this way may include physical abuse,
emotional abuse, sexual abuse and sexual exploitation. It is likely that to be considered a
safeguarding allegation against a pupil, some of the following features will be found.
The allegation:
● is made against an older pupil and refers to their behaviour towards a younger pupil or
a more vulnerable pupil
● is of a serious nature, possibly including a criminal offence
● raises risk factors for other pupils in the Academy
● indicates that other pupils may have been affected by this pupil
● indicates that young people outside the Academy may have been affected by this pupil
Examples of safeguarding issues against a pupil could include:

Physical Abuse
● violence, particularly pre-planned
● forcing others to use drugs or alcohol
Emotional Abuse
● blackmail or extortion
● threats and intimidation
Sexual Abuse
● indecent exposure, indecent touching or serious sexual assaults
● forcing others to watch pornography or take part in sexting
Sexual Exploitation
● encouraging other children to attend inappropriate parties
● photographing or videoing other children performing indecent acts
In areas where gangs are prevalent, older pupils may attempt to recruit younger pupils using
any or all of the above methods. Young people suffering from sexual exploitations themselves
may be forced to recruit other young people under threat of violence.
Minimising the risk of safeguarding concerns towards pupils from other pupils
On occasion, some pupils will present a safeguarding risk to other pupils. The Academy
should be informed that the young person raises safeguarding concerns, for example, they
are coming back into the Academy following a period in custody or they have experienced
serious abuse themselves.
These pupils will need an individual risk management plan to ensure that other pupils are
kept safe and they themselves are not laid open to malicious allegations. There is a need to
balance the tension between privacy and safeguarding.
What to do
When an allegation is made by a pupil against another pupil, members of staff should
consider whether the complaint raises a safeguarding concern. If there is a safeguarding
concern the Designated Safeguarding Lead (DSL) should be informed.
A factual record should be made of the allegation, but no attempt at this stage should be
made to investigate the circumstances. Staff will use the Record, Report, Review procedure
that used for all safeguarding and child protection concerns (pink form).
The DSL should contact social care to discuss the case. It is possible that Social Care is
already aware of safeguarding concerns around this young person. The DSL will follow
through the outcomes of the discussion and make a social care referral where appropriate.

The DSL will make a record of the concern, the discussion and any outcome and keep a copy
in the files of both pupils.
If the allegation indicates a potential criminal offence has taken place, the police should be
contacted at the earliest opportunity and parents informed (of both the pupil being complained
about and the alleged victim). It may be appropriate to suspend or exclude the pupil being
complained about for a period of time according to the Academy’s behaviour policy and
procedures.
Where neither social care nor the police accept the complaint, a thorough school investigation
should take place into the matter using the Academy’s disciplinary procedures.
In situations where the allegation or the pupils are a safeguarding risk, a risk assessment will
be prepared along with a preventative supervision plan.
The plan should be monitored and a date set for a follow-up evaluation with everyone
concerned.
Peer on Peer Abuse
Peer-on-Peer abuse is most often used to mean sexual abuse between peers and can start
with inappropriate sexual misconduct, for example, sexual touching of another young person.
Staff will seek advice from the Local Safeguarding Board by following the Academy Record –
Report – Review procedures. Some further links for guidance and support are as follows:
Harmful Sexual Behaviour Framework (NSPCC)
www.safeguardinghanbook.co.uk/hsbf
Brook Sexual Behaviours Traffic Light Tool
(identifying typical and atypical sexual behaviours)
www.safeguardinghandbook.co.uk/brook
An introduction to peer-on-peer abuse (Barnardos)
www.safeguardinghandbook.co.uk/seeit
NSPCC www.safguardinghandbook.co.uk/hsb

FLOW CHART FOR RAISING SAFEGUARDING CONCERNS ABOUT A CHILD
Concern put in writing
on a Safeguarding
concern form

Designated Safeguarding
Lead:
David Sammels,
Headteacher
Deputy Designated
Safeguarding Lead:
Helen Jennings, Deputy
Headteacher

The Local Authority
Designated Officer for
concerns about adults
is:
Contact Details:
Simon White PCC

Hand concern form to
Designated
Safeguarding Lead

Link Governors(s):
Sue Matheron, PU

Designated
Safeguarding Lead
reviews concern form
and makes a decision
about next steps

Decision made to
monitor the concern.

Class teacher asked to
monitor child and feedback
to the Designated
Safeguarding Lead within
an agreed timescale

Monitor

Decision made to
discuss the concern
informally with the
parents/carers

Decision made to refer
the concern to social
care

Once discussed with
parents Designated
Safeguarding Lead decides
to record concern, monitor
or refer to social care

Designated Safeguarding
Lead discusses decision
with a senior teacher or the
head and agree to refer to
social care

Refer

Record
In exceptional
circumstances, concerns
may be referred directly to
children’s social care

Designated Safeguarding
Lead records concern and
keeps in confidential
safeguarding file.

Contact Details
Social Care Referrals:
(01752) 305200
Prevent/Channel Referrals:
Police

10.0

Whistleblowing

We recognise that children cannot be expected to raise concerns in an environment where
staff fail to do so.
Staff with concerns over the behaviour of other staff should report those concerns to the
Headteacher. If the member of staff has continuing concerns they should speak to the Chair
of the Academy Governing Council. If the staff member feels that their concern has not been
dealt with appropriately they should then contact the Lead Officer for Allegations against Staff
in the Local Authority.
11.0

Other Relevant “Safeguarding” Policies

This policy should be read in conjunction with other relevant Safeguarding Policies which can
include Online/ESafety, Promotion of Self Esteem and Positive Learning Behaviour and
Health and Safety.
12.0

Domestic Abuse

The Academy recognises that exposure to domestic abuse usually has a serious impact on a
child’s development and emotional well-being and acknowledges that staff themselves can be
victims or perpetrators of domestic abuse.
13.0

Prevention

We recognise that the academy plays a significant part in the prevention of harm to our pupils
by providing pupils with effective lines of communication with trusted adults, supportive
friends and an ethos of protection.

The academy community will therefore:
Establish and maintain an ethos, which is understood by all staff, which enables children to
feel secure and encourages them to talk knowing that they will be listened to.
Ensure that all children know there is an adult in the academy whom they can approach if
they are worried or in difficulty.
Provide across the curriculum, including SMSC, PSHE and Fundamental British Values
opportunities which equip children with the skills they need to stay safe from harm and to
know to whom they should turn for help. Pupils will also have access to the resources linked
to the Promotion of Self Esteem and Positive Learning Behaviour policy. Using a consistent
and familiar language these can be used to communicate feelings and emotions. Staff will
also model the use of Functional Language to aid positive communication.

14.0 Safer Recruitment and Selection (including DBS)
The Academy pays full regard to current DfE guidance “Keeping Children Safe in Education”,
2016. We ensure that all appropriate measures are applied in relation to everyone who works
in the Academy who is likely to be perceived by the children as a safe and trustworthy adult,
including volunteers and staff employed by contractors.
Safer recruitment practice includes scrutinising applicants, verifying identity and academic or
vocational qualifications, obtaining professional references, checking previous employment
history and ensuring that a candidate has the health and physical capability for the job. It also
includes undertaking interviews and Disclosure and Barring Service checks and providing
honest and accurate references when individuals move on.
In line with statutory changes, underpinned by regulations, the following will apply:
●
●
●
●
●

a DBS Enhanced Disclosure will be obtained for all new appointments to our Academy
workplace (including volunteers).
this Academy is committed to keep an up to date single central record detailing the
range of checks carried out on our staff, volunteers and governors.
all new appointments to our Academy workforce from overseas or who have lived
outside the UK will be subject to additional checks as appropriate.
our Academy ensures that supply staff have undergone the necessary checks and will
be made aware of this policy.
identify checks will be carried out on all appointments to our Academy workforce before
the appointment is made, in partnership with the Local Authority.

Notes:
Photo Id – Passport, Driving Licence (both photo-card and paper counterpart)
Proof of address – utility bill, valid within last 3 months (No mobile phone bills)
Proof of qualifications – original certificates
Proof of QTS – check with National College for Teaching and Leadership (email:
qts.enquires@education.gsi.gov.uk Tel: 03007900225)
Prohibition Order check – Employer Access Online Service (Teachers only – for people
undertaking teaching work NCTL Teacher Services)
Overseas check will be undertaken for individuals who have been out of the UK for 3 months
or more in the last 5 years. It is the individual’s responsibility to obtain a Certificate of Good
Conduct.

The following staff have undertaken and completed Safer Recruitment training and one of
these staff members will be in attendance at interview for all staff and volunteer
appointments:

Headteacher: David Sammels
Academy Governors: Sue Matheron, Tom Cowan and Julie Luxton
Other staff: Helen Jennings (Deputy Headteacher), Margaret Smith (PA to the Leadership
Team), Sarah Sandey (Phase Leader) and Ryan Jenkins (HLTA)
Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) Checks
INTRODUCTION
The policy provides guidance to managers on how to manage the Disclosure and Barring
Service (DBS) process (to include employees and volunteers) to positions where they will
typically have access to children. Mayflower Community Academy has a duty of care to
protect the well-being of the people who use the academy.
The Academy will take every step to ensure that those of its employees, volunteers and
contractors who work with or otherwise come into contact with pupils are suitable to
undertake the work.
This policy will apply equally to internal candidates (i.e. those currently employed by the
academy) and external candidates being considered for employment or volunteer positions. It
will also apply where external agencies recruit and employ staff to carry out contract work on
behalf of the academy or where external agencies supply staff to work within the academy.
As a responsible employer, the Academy will ask successful candidates to undertake a DBS
check when applying for positions which are included in the Exceptions Order 1975 to the
Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974.
All posts within the Academy are included in the Exceptions Order to the Rehabilitation of
Offenders Act 1974.
LEGISLATION
This policy has been written with regard to the following legislation:
Human Rights Act
Data Protection Act 1998
The Police Act 1997
The Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Act 2006
The DBS Code of Practice
The Rehabilitation of Offenders Act (ROA) 1974

The Criminal Justice and Court Services Act 2000
Disqualification under the Childcare Act 2006

DISCLOSURE BY ASSOCIATION – Childcare Act 2006
Staff are covered by this legislation if they are employed and/or provide early years childcare
(this covers the age range from birth until 1st September following a child’s fifth birthday i.e. up
to and including reception age) or later year’s childcare (this covers children above reception
age but who have not attained the age of 8) in nursery, primary or secondary school settings,
or if they are directly concerned with the management of such childcare.
The Governors have made the decision to check all staff who work within the Academy, as
everybody can be covering any age group during the school day.
See Appendix 1 for the form that will be completed on recruitment. Staff will be asked to sign
a disclosure in September each year, rather than an on-going completion of the form.
In the event that a disclosure is made, the Academy will follow the recommended guidelines
issued by Ofsted and appeal process.
SECURE HANDLING OF INFORMATION
In accordance with section 124 of the Police Act 1997, certificate information is only passed
to those who are authorised to receive it in the course of their duties.
Actual DBS certificates will not be retained, with the academy just recording the number of
the check and the date, plus any relevant information if necessary.
RECRUITMENT
Whenever a vacancy arises, the following will always be observed:
● A suitably qualified and trained appointing officer will be designated to be
responsible for the recruitment process.
● The job advertisement and any supporting information sent to prospective
candidates will clearly state that the post is subject to a DBS
disclosure/disclosure by association
● Only the successful candidate will be required to apply for a DBS disclosure.
● An offer of employment can be made subject to relevant pre-employment
checks including a DBS disclosure.
● If the DBS disclosure contains a trace, or additional information is received by
the police, an interview will be held with the candidate to discuss further and a
decision made by the Headteacher and/or Governors on whether to proceed
with the appointment

RECRUITMENT OF EX-OFFENDERS
As an organisation using the DBS disclosure service to assess candidates’ suitability for
positions of trust, the Academy complies fully with the DBS code of practice and undertakes
to treat all candidates for positions fairly. It undertakes not to discriminate unfairly against any
subject of a disclosure on the basis of conviction or other information revealed.
The Academy is committed to the fair treatment of its staff, potential staff or users of its
services, regardless of race, gender, religion, sexual orientation, responsibilities for
dependants, age, physical/mental disability or offending background.
We actively promote equality of opportunity for all with the right mix of talent, skills and
potential and welcome applications from a wide range of candidates, including those with
criminal records. We select all candidates for interview based on their skills, qualifications and
experience.
All application forms, job adverts and recruitment briefs will contain a statement that a
disclosure will be requested in the event of the individual being offered the position. Job
descriptions specify a collective responsibility for Safeguarding and Child Protection.
Where a disclosure is to form part of the recruitment process, we encourage all candidates
called for interview to provide details of their criminal record at an early stage in the
application process. The appointing officer will discuss this with candidates during the
interview process, if any declaration has been made.
All appointing officers, as part of the Academy recruitment process, have access to guidance
and expertise from suitably trained officers to identify and assess the relevance and
circumstances of offences. As part of the Academy’s disclosure of offences procedure, the
interview panel will seek approval from a senior manager regarding the final decision on
suitability.
Having a criminal record is not necessarily a bar to working with the Academy. This will
depend on the nature of the position and the circumstances and background of the offences.
INDEPENDENT SAFEGUARDING AUTHORITY
From October 2009 the Independent Safeguarding Authority (ISA) created two barring lists;
the ISA Children’s Barred List (containing details of those individuals barred from working with
children). This list replaces List 99, the POCA list and disqualification orders. It also created
the ISA Adult’s Barred List which contains details of those individuals barred from working
with vulnerable adults (replacing the POVA list). When recruiting to posts which undertake
“regulated activities” with one or both vulnerable groups, the Academy will request checks to

be made against the relevant barred list(s) as part of the DBS check. It is a criminal offence
for individuals barred by the ISA to work or apply to work with children or vulnerable adults in
a wide range of posts including most social care posts, those in education, childcare, NHS
and post in the Prison Service. Employers also commit a criminal offence if they knowingly
employ a barred individual in such posts.
RE-CHECKING EXISTING EMPLOYEES
The Academy’s Governing Body has confirmed that existing Mayflower Community Academy
employees, who have previously undertaken a DBS disclosure relevant to their current post,
will be required to undertake a self-declaration on a yearly basis. The self-declaration will
prompt the disclosure of any convictions, cautions, warnings or reprimands that may have
arisen post appointment. Although the requirement to disclose such information is highlighted
in employees’ principal statements, the requirement to complete a self-declaration provides a
clear reminder of the importance of disclosure.
All employees will be expected to comply and any employee refusing to comply with the
request for a disclosure will be advised that their deliberate and unreasonable refusal to carry
out lawful and safe instructions issued and/or to comply with a contractual agreement, will
lead to the employee being subject to a disciplinary investigation.
In addition to the requirement to complete a self-declaration, Mayflower reserves the right to
ask existing employees in relevant positions to apply for a disclosure if their actions or
activities give cause for concern. The grounds for this could include failure to complete a selfdeclaration, allegations of suspicious or inappropriate behaviour made by a child or
vulnerable adult, or a colleague, parent, carer or member of the public. In such instances a
full investigation will be conducted and the Academy may ask for a new disclosure to be
carried out in accordance with legal advice.
If as part of the re-checking process, a DBS disclosure is deemed unsatisfactory, a full
investigation will be undertaken which may result in a member of staff being dismissed.
OVERSEAS CANDIDATES
All persons appointed to a post, or seeking to volunteer with children who have lived outside
the United Kingdom for more than 3 months within the last 5 years, must undergo a DBS
check regardless of their length of stay in the UK. They will also be required to provide a
Certificate of Good Conduct from the country which they lived in. This check will be provided
by the candidate as a condition of their employment.
Although it may be of limited value to ask a person who has little or no previous residence in
the UK to apply for a disclosure, if that person seeks to work in the regulated childcare sector,
the employer is required to check the ISA Children’s Barred List through the disclosure

process.
STUDENT PLACEMENTS
The Academy requires a current DBS (within the last three years) to be presented before any
student conducts a placement at Mayflower.
Student Teachers and Work Experience
Where a student joins Mayflower’s payroll, all necessary staff level checks will be taken. For
all other student teachers and incidences of work experience, the initial teacher trainer
provider or employer must carry out the appropriate checks. Mayflower will request proof that
this has taken place and then assess the outcome before allowing placements to take place.
ACCEPTING AN EXISTING DBS CHECK
The Academy does not accept portability of DBS checks and will always request a new one
on appointment. In addition the Academy does not subscribe to the update service.
AGENCY AND CONTRACTORS
Those responsible for hiring agency or contract workers on behalf of the Academy must
ensure that the requirement for such individuals to have completed appropriate levels of DBS
disclosures (and that such disclosures are satisfactory) forms part of any contractual
agreement.
Agency Staff and Contractors
It is expected that the organisation supplying the worker has undertaken appropriate checks
and sent written confirmation to the school. Mayflower will take steps to ensure that the
worker coming into school, is the person for whom the check has been taken e.g. check Id
badge
MONITORING AND REVIEWING
The Academy will monitor and review this policy on a regular basis in order to ensure ongoing
compliance with legislation and effective operational practice.
The Academy reserves the right to alter and amend this policy in accordance with any
recommendations, changes in law or other related legislation following consultation with
relevant parties.

Staff Disqualification Declaration
The Department of Education (DfE) has issued an update to its Statutory Guidance “Keeping
Children Safe in Education”.
This update requires schools which provide care for pupils under the age of 8, to ensure that
staff and volunteers working in these settings are not disqualified from doing so under the
Childcare (Disqualification) Regulations 2009.
A person may be disqualified through
1. having certain orders or other restrictions placed upon them
2. having committed certain offences
3. living in the same household as someone who is disqualified by virtue of 1 or 2 above
(this is known as disqualification by association). Please note this condition also
applies to someone who is working in the household where you are living.
You are required therefore to answer the questions below and sign the declaration at
the end of the proforma confirming that you are not disqualified under those
Regulations from working in this school and are therefore safe to do so.
A disqualified person is not permitted to continue to work in a setting providing care for
children under age 8, unless they apply for and are granted a waiver from OFSTED. HR will
be able to advise you on the process to be followed should you wish to apply for a waiver.
Employee/Voluntee
r Name

Post

Questions relating to you:
Section 1 – Order or other restrictions

Please circle one option
for each question

Have any orders or other determinations related to childcare
been made in respect of you?

YES / NO

Have any orders or other determinations related to childcare
been made in respect of a child in your care?

YES / NO

Have any orders or other determinations been made which
prevents you from being registered in relation to child care,
children’s homes or fostering

YES / NO

Are there any other relevant orders, restrictions or prohibitions in
respect of you as set out in the Schedule 1 of the Regulations?
Available from the school office or at the link below:
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2009/1547/schedule/1/made

YES / NO

Are you barred from working with Children by the Disclosure and
Barring Service (DBS)

YES / NO

Are you prohibited from Teaching?

YES / NO

Section 2 – Specified and Statutory Offences
Have you been cautioned (including a reprimand or warning)
since 6 April 2007 or have you ever been convicted of:
● Any offence against or involving a child? (A child is a
person under the age of 18)?
● Any violent* or sexual offence against an adult?
*a violent offence in the context is murder, manslaughter,
kidnapping, false imprisonment, ABH, GBH
● Any offence under the Sexual Offences Act?

YES / NO
YES / NO
YES / NO

Any other relevant offence?
Further information around what constitutes ‘other relevant
offences’ can be obtained from:
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2009/1547/schedule/2/made

YES / NO

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2009/1547/schedule/3/made
Have you ever been cautioned, reprimanded, given a warning for
or convicted of any similar or related offence in another country?

YES / NO

Questions relating to other people living or working in your household:
Section 3 – Disqualification by association
To best of your knowledge, is anyone in your household*
disqualified from working with children under the Regulations?
(*household – includes family, lodgers, house-sharers,
household employees etc.)
Firstly, this means does anyone in your household have an
Order or Restriction against them as set out in Section 1above
and secondly you should consider whether have they been
cautioned, reprimanded, given a warning for or convicted of any
offence described in Section 2 above taking into account the
following additional guidance. Schools should be aware that
under the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act, employees cannot be
required to disclose spent cautions and convictions relating to
individuals who live or are employed in the same household as
them. Accordingly, schools should inform staff that they are not
required to disclose the spent cautions or convictions of a person
who lives or is employed in their household. Staff working in
childcare are entitled to respond to a question relating to the
criminal record of a person who is living or is employed in their

YES / NO

household as though it only relates to ‘unspent’ cautions or
convictions that are included on the list of relevant offences.
General:
Section 4 – Provision of Information
If you have answered YES to any of the questions above you should provide the details below
in respect of yourself, or where relevant the individual living or working at your household.
Details of the order,
restriction, conviction,
caution etc.
Name of the Individual
Relationship to Staff
Member/Volunteer
The date(s) of the order,
restriction, conviction,
caution etc. (if known)

Section 5 – Declaration
In signing this form, I confirm that the information provided is true to the best
of my knowledge and that:
● I understand my responsibilities to safeguard children.
● I understand that I must notify my Headteacher/HR immediately of
anything that affects my suitability including any pending court
appearances, cautions, warnings, convictions, orders or other
determinations made in respect of me or a member of my household
(i.e. someone living and/or working in my household) that may render
me disqualified from working with children.
Signe
d
Name

Date

15.0 Safer Working Practice - Establishing Good Practice: Minimising Vulnerability to
Allegations
Our Academy will comply with the Government Offices “Guidance for Safer Working Practice
for Adults Who Work with Children and Young People” and the South West Child Protection
procedures (www.swcpp.org.uk) at all times.
Safe working practice ensures that pupils are safe and that all staff, volunteers and
governors:
●
are responsible for their own actions and behaviour and should avoid any conduct which
would lead any reasonable person to question their motivation and intentions.
●
work in an open and transparent way.
●
work with other colleagues where possible in situations open to question.
●
discuss and/or take advice from Academy management over any incident which may
give rise to concern.
●
record any incident or decisions made.
●
apply the same professional standards regardless of gender, race, disability or sexuality.
●
be aware of confidentiality policy.
●
are aware that breaches of the law and other professional guidelines could result in
criminal or disciplinary action being taken against them
Always:

✓

Work in an open environment. Avoid private or out of sight locations and encourage
open communication.

✓

Speak clearly, without whispering, so that pupils do not need to come close to hear.

✓

Avoid spending time alone with individual pupils away from others.

✓
✓
✓
✓

Treat all pupils, regardless of race, disability, religion or belief, gender, sexual
orientation, equally and with respect and dignity.
Ensure the pupil’s welfare comes first and record it.
Be aware of the impact of proxemics; maintain safe and appropriate distances; know
where and how to place your body.
Avoid touching pupils, but where educationally necessary staff should follow these
guidelines:
✓ Try to demonstrate without touching first

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

Ask permission; say what you intend to do first and explain why
If a pupil seems uncomfortable: stop
Only touch hands, arms or shoulder nearest you (don’t reach across the body)
Be aware of overall proximity; maintain physical space; don’t stand behind
Inappropriate areas for touch include: chest, diaphragm, waist, thighs
Move away as soon as the contact is no longer required

Maintain professional boundaries, this may mean using a specific mobile number or
email address for work purposes, rather than personal details
Present as an exemplary role model by not smoking or drinking alcohol, swearing,
allowing suggestive conversations or jokes or wearing less than professional clothing
when in the company of a pupil
Seek to be enthusiastic and constructive when giving feedback rather than making
negative or critical remarks

✓

Record any injury that occurs and seek attention from a qualified First Aider or parent

✓

Record any incident of concern involving pupil’s welfare
Never:

✕

Allow allegations made by a child to go unchallenged, unrecorded or not acted upon
(this applies to any form of abuse or bullying);

✕

Lock doors, cover windows or use ‘Do Not Disturb’ signs when working with pupils;

✕

Impose humiliating or power based punishments on a pupil or reduce a child to tears;

✕

Engage in rough, physical or sexually provocative games, including horseplay;

✕

Allow to engage in any form of inappropriate touching;

✕

Share a bedroom with a child;

✕

Allow children to use inappropriate language unchallenged;

✕
✕

✕

Make sexually suggestive comments to a young person, even in fun;
Engage in any form of relationship, sexual or otherwise, with a young person you work
with even if they are over the age of consent, but under 18 (older with vulnerable
adults)
Do things of a personal nature for children or disable young people that they can do for
themselves

✕

Invite or allow children to stay with you at your home unsupervised

✕

‘friend’ a child on their Facebook or yours; social media can blur boundaries

✕
✕

✕

Take photographs or videos of children unless written/signed consent has been
obtained from a parent/carer; this includes the use of camera phones
Seek physical contact. Try to gently discourage contact, rather than reject pupils.
Model appropriate contact, e.g. shaking hands or patting the shoulder. Never allow
physical contact when you are alone.
Take a child in your car, but where this is unavoidable:
Prepare a risk assessment
Ensure your insurance covers business passengers and musical instruments (NB
this may be a very good reason for not being able to take pupils in your car)
Obtain parental permission, preferably in writing
Take more than one person
Sit child in the back
Travel directly to the destination
Keep conversation professional

16.0 Particular areas of risk. Establishing Good Practice and Minimising Vulnerability
to Allegations
Staff and volunteers should be aware that the following areas could increase the risk of
safeguarding concerns being raised:
● Physical intervention – when this is deemed necessary, and at a last resort, seek
MAPA trained staff. Refer to Promoting Self Esteem and Positive Learning Behaviour
policy for further guidance.
● Personal Care
● Intimate Care
● Changing for PE and Swimming

●
●
●
●

1:1 Working
Overnight stays
Transport to a from events
Use of Social Media including email and texting

Staff and volunteers should seek advice from the Designated Safeguarding Lead(s) and take
a personal dynamic risk assessment before, during and after exposure to any of these more
vulnerable situations.
17.0 Safeguarding Information for Pupils
All pupils in our Academy are aware of a number of staff who they can talk to. The Academy
is committed to ensuring that pupils are aware of behaviour towards them that is not
acceptable and how they can keep themselves safe. All pupils know that we have a senior
member of staff with responsibility for child protection and know who this is. We inform pupils
of whom they might talk to, both in and out of Academy, their right to be listened to and heard
and what steps can be taken to protect them from harm. PSHE materials we use to help
pupils learn how to keep safe are:
SEAL Pack – Primary National Strategy
Time to Talk by Alison Schroeder
Quality Circle Time in the Primary Classroom by Jenny Mosley
PSHE Scheme of Work - Jigsaw
Foundation Unit – Excellence and Enjoyment: Social and Emotional Aspects of Learning (The
National Strategies) –Speech First Assessment Scheme
Functional Language programme
Promotion of Self Esteem and Positive Learning Behaviour Policy and resources
18.0 Partnership with Parents
The Academy shares a purpose with parents to educate, keep children safe from harm and
have their welfare promoted.
We are committed to working with parents positively, openly and honestly. We ensure that all
parents are treated with respect, dignity and courtesy. We respect parents’ rights to privacy
and confidentiality and will not share sensitive information until we have permission or it is
necessary to do so to protect a child.
Mayflower Community Academy will share with parents any concerns we may have about
their child unless to do so may place a child at risk of harm.
We encourage parents to discuss any concerns they may have with Mayflower Community
Academy. We make parents aware of our Safeguarding and Child Protection policies and
parents are aware that they can view these policies on request.

19.0 Academy Training – Staff and Volunteer Induction
The Academy’s Designated Safeguarding Lead with responsibility for child protection and any
named deputies undertake specific child protection training, which includes how to undertake
their role. They also undertake inter-agency child protection training provided by the Plymouth
Safeguarding Children Board. Refresher training is undertaken at two yearly intervals.
All other Academy staff, including non-teaching staff, volunteers and governors undertake
appropriate in-house training to equip them to carry out their responsibilities for child
protection effectively. This is kept up to date by refresher training annually as a minimum
requirement.
20.0 Health and Safety Policy
The Academy has a health and safety policy, which is monitored each year by the relevant
committee of the Academy Governing Body.
The Headteacher, with the staff member with responsibility for Health and Safety, the site
supervisor and a governor with responsibility for Health and Safety oversee the policy and the
PIC log book. Any concerns from staff, volunteers, governors or pupils are reported to any of
the above and the site supervisor carries out an initial examination, assessing what remedial
action needs to take place.
Each term there is a fire drill that practices efficient evacuation from the buildings. The
Academy conducts an annual fire risk assessment.
There is a critical incidents plan that details what staff and parents should do in the case of
emergencies.
21.0 First Aid
The Academy has a number of staff who are trained in first aid.
First aid kits are situated around the Academy in the following locations:
●
●

Every Block
Multi Activity Centre (MAC Reception Area)

When a child is unwell or has suffered an accident in the Academy or on the Academy
grounds, the following steps are followed:
Step 1:
Step 2:
Step 3:
Step 4:

A trained first aider is immediately called to provide assistance and
advice.
The incident/accident is logged in the incident/accident register.
The parent is notified of the incident/accident as soon as necessary.
The Local Authority Health and Safety Team and/or the Health and Safety
Executive are notified of the incident/accident where there is a statutory
duty to do so.

22.0 Site Security
Mayflower Community Academy aims to provide a secure Academy site but recognises
that the site is only as secure as the people who use it. Therefore all people on the site have
to adhere to the rules which govern it. It is recognised that laxity can cause potential problems
to safeguarding. Therefore, the Academy ensures that:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

gates are locked except at the start and end of each day.
doors are kept closed to prevent intrusion.
wherever possible visitors and volunteers only enter through the main entrance and
must sign in at the office.
children are only allowed home during school hours with adults/carers with parental
responsibility unless confirmed permission has been received in advance; and never
with a person under the age of 18.
empty classrooms have closed windows.
children are not allowed to leave the Academy alone during Academy working hours
and when collected by an adult, signed out.
should a child leave the Academy premises without permission then staff have been
informed never to chase after a child, but rather to report immediately to the office.
Parents and Police will then be immediately informed of the circumstances.

23.0 Welcoming Other Professionals
Visitors with a professional role, such as the School Nurse or members of the Police should
have been vetted to work with children through their own organisation. When there is a
planned visit to the Academy, the Headteacher will ensure that written confirmation is
received from the employing organisation that the said individual has been vetted through the
DBS, within the last three years and cleared to work with children.
When the said individuals make ad hoc or unplanned visits to the Academy, they will be
accompanied by a staff member at all times and not allowed to have any unsupervised
access to the children until confirmation of their vetting status has been confirmed. No
examination/medical treatment of any child will be allowed unless the professional has
suitable clearance prior to their visit.
It is recognised that in emergency situations when the Police are called, perhaps to deal with
an unruly pupil or adult, it may not be possible to confirm their identity before access to the
Academy site is allowed. The Headteacher will use their professional judgement to effectively
manage these situations. Visitors cleared to work with pupils (through checked DBS) will be
issued with a black lanyard. All other visitors will be issued a red lanyard and supervised at all
times. Pupils and staff are giving training to recognise this. Visitors wearing red lanyards may
engage in polite passing conversation, e.g. thank you when responding to a door being
opened but they are not permitted to engage with pupils in any deeper conversation (without
staff supervision) as it is likely these visitors are only on site to carry out key construction
based tasks and therefore it would not be appropriate to engage in conversation. All concerns
related to this should follow the same pink form Child Protection Record, Report, Review

safeguarding procedure for logging concerns.
24.0 The Design of the Curriculum
The curriculum deals with safeguarding in two ways. Firstly, in subjects such as Personal,
Social and Health Education relevant discussions around related issues take place with the
children. Topics include such themes as Drugs, Alcohol, Sex and Relationships, Stranger
Danger, Online and Internet/E-Safety. Children are encouraged to explore and discuss these
issues.
Secondly, the curriculum is designed so that safety issues within the subject are discussed
and safe practices explained, such as using equipment properly in PE and Design and
Technology. Appropriate staffing levels will be maintained at all times when the curriculum is
being delivered outside of the Academy site. Appropriate and agreed pupil/adult ratios are
always maintained. The lead adult always risk assesses visits and trips to ensure children are
safeguarded and protected from harm before the event is finally authorised by the
Headteacher, who is the Academy Educational Visits Coordinator.
Visiting speakers, with correct clearance and/or constant supervision are always welcome
into the Academy so that they can give specialist knowledge to the children.
25.0 Online / E-Safety
Children are encouraged to use the internet as much as is possible but at all times in a safe
way. Parents are asked to give permission for their children to use the internet on entry to the
Academy. Parents, pupils and staff must sign an appropriate usage form to ensure that they
understand the risks and sanctions relating to misuse of the system in and beyond the
Academy. If staff know of misuse, either by a teacher, staff member, volunteer or child, the
issue must be reported to the Headteacher without delay.
The Headteacher has overall responsibility for internet safety and will have access to all email
addresses and passwords provided. The Academy follows guidelines for Internet use/Esafety laid down by the South West Grid for Learning, the Local Authority and the Plymouth
Safeguarding Children Board.
The Academy will ensure that:
●
●
●
●
●

software is in place to minimise access and to highlight any person accessing
inappropriate sites or information.
pupils will be encouraged to discuss openly their use of technology and anything which
makes them feel uncomfortable. (If this results in child protection concerns, the
Designated Safeguarding Lead for child protection should be informed immediately).
every effort is made to encourage pupils not to give out their personal details, phone
numbers, Academy or home addresses, computer passwords etc.
pupils adhere to the Academy policy on mobile phones.
training is provided to pupils, staff and volunteers on e-safety matters where necessary.

26.0 Equalities and Racial Tolerance
The Academy has a single “Equality Policy” that has a section on racial tolerance. This
includes information about what the Academy, through education, challenge and discussion,
will do to ensure incidents do not happen.
Racism is tackled in both the RE and in the PSHE and SMSC curricula. The children will take
part in discussions designed to raise awareness and address prejudices. This work ensures
that racial tolerance is at the forefront of everything we do.
27.0 Photographing and Videoing of Children in the Academy
At Mayflower Community Academy we have taken a sensible and balanced approach to
photographing and videoing children on the Academy site. We have a formal policy around
“Taking photographs and video images of children” and a copy of the document is available
from the Academy website and the Academy office.
Taking pictures and video images of children’s achievements and activities is a wonderful
way of capturing a memory and promoting successes. The policy document explains in detail
the Academy’s requirement to obtain parental permission while taking such images and the
safeguards in place to ensure anonymity (wherever possible) in their usage.
28.0 Training
Mayflower Community Academy takes their safeguarding duties seriously. We ensure that the
steps we take to rigorously train staff are effective in protecting children and young people.
Ensuring the Academy has knowledgeable staff that are aware of the risk to young people is
the essence of good training.
Induction training
When staff and volunteers start working in the Academy, they are made aware of how to
report any concerns they may have about children and young people in the Academy. In the
first instance, they are told to speak to their line manager and follow our reporting
safeguarding pink form Record, Report, Review procedure.
Mayflower’s Designated Safeguarding staff are responsible for ensuring that all staff are
inducted into the Academy’s safeguarding procedures ideally within two weeks of starting
work in the Academy.
During this induction training, new staff are made aware of ‘Keeping Children Safe in
Education: Part One’ and Governors (Part Two) and the Academy’s ‘Code of Staff Conduct’.
The induction training will provide sufficient information for staff and volunteers to be able to

answer the following questions with confidence:
● What are your roles and responsibilities in relation to safeguarding and promoting the
welfare of children and young people?
● Who is the Designated Safeguarding Lead (DSL) and alternates in your school?
● What are the categories, signs and indicators of abuse?
● What is the procedure in your school for disclosures and how do you record these in
your school?
● Where would you find the school’s safeguarding policy?
● Who is the named Safeguarding Governor or Chair of Governors and how would you
contact them?
● Who would you speak to if you had concerns about a member of staff?
● Who would you speak to if you had concerns about the Headteacher?
● What are the professional standards of conduct in school?
All Staff Training
All staff should receive safeguarding and child protection training at ‘regular intervals’. In the
Designated Safeguarding Lead’s safeguarding report to governors, a statement will be made
which refers to the training opportunities and the effectiveness of training.
Prevent duty
All staff should have training to help them understand the duties on schools from the Counter
Terrorism and Security Act 2015
Designated Safeguarding Lead
The DSL training will include a clear understanding of all aspects of their role, including
strategic overview, child protection procedures, supporting other staff and the need to work
with partner agencies.
Principal elements of specific training are likely to include the following:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Identification of the signs and symptoms of abuse
Relevant legislation and guidance
National and locally agreed procedures
Managing disclosures
Confidentiality
Recording and keeping safe records: transfer of information
How local statutory services are configured and referral processes
Thresholds for referral
Making referrals

● Contact with parents
● Common Assessment Framework, initial and core assessments, child protection and
review conferences, child protection plans
● Training and supporting staff
● Writing a policy, procedures and guidance for staff
29.0 Child Sexual Exploitation
Children and young people under the age of sixteen, cannot by law, consent to sexual
intercourse and anyone engaging in sexual activity with a child under the age of sixteen is
committing an offence. Whilst the age of consent is sixteen, it is illegal for those under
eighteen to be paid for sexual services in money or in kind. All children involved in sexual
exploitation should be treated as victims of abuse, even those aged between 16 and 18.
Concern that a child, young person or vulnerable adult may be involved in sexual exploitation
or at risk of being drawn into it should always initiate action to ensure child’s safety and
welfare. If there is a concern regarding pupils or staff being at risk or in danger of sexual
exploitation, staff will follow our procedures for Recording, Reporting and Reviewing
safeguarding concerns and use our Pink Form System to log the concern with our Designated
Safeguarding Lead – David Sammels - Headteacher (See appendix).
Definition:
Sexual exploitation of children and young people under 18 involves exploitative situations,
contexts and relationships where young people (or a third person or persons) receive
‘something’ (e.g. food, accommodation, drugs, alcohol, cigarettes, affection, gifts, money) as
a result of them performing, and/or another, or others performing on them, sexual activities.
Child sexual exploitation can occur through the use of technology without the child’s
immediate recognition; for example being persuaded to post sexual images on the
internet/mobile phones without immediate payment or gain. In all cases, those exploiting the
child/young person have power over them by virtue of their age, gender, intellect, physical
strength and/or economic or other resources. Violence, coercion and intimidation are
common, involvement in exploitative relationships being characterised in the main by the child
or young person’s limited availability of choice resulting from their social/economic and/or
emotional vulnerability.
National Working Group for Sexually Exploited Children and Young People 2008
Although the definition of sexual exploitation is long and detailed, in essence such abuse is
characterised by children and young people receiving goods, favours or money in return for
sexual activities. In all such exploitation, the balance of power remains with the abuser(s)
through age, intellect or resources.
Children are at risk of sexual exploitation through the internet and, particularly social media.

Young people may be groomed to share indecent images with others on the internet, who
may be adults posing as teenagers. The prevalence of ‘sexting’ is a significant risk factor.
Models of Sexual Exploitation
Three models of sexual exploitation have been identified:

●
●
●
●
●

Inappropriate
Relationship
One abuser
Power and control
Physical,
emotional,
financial
Believe abuser is
offering a genuine
relationship
Often a significant
age gap

Boyfriend
● Initially, one abuser
grooming and
gaining trust
● Apparently
consensual sexual
relationship starts
● Relationship
becomes abusive
● Victim threatened
with violence and
forced to engage in
sexual activity with
others
● Growth in peer
exploitation

Organised Crime
● Involving criminal gangs
trafficking victims around
the UK and the world
● Established networks
across the UK move victims
from location to location
● Forced or coerced into
sexual activity with multiple
partners
● Involves buying and selling
of young people

Sexual exploitation affects both males and females. Services working with sexually exploited
young people suggest that around a third of victims are male.
There are a number of risk factors which raise the risk of such abuse:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

A history or running away or going missing
Homelessness
Those in care or care-leavers (especially residential care)
Young people with learning difficulties
Migrant children
Unaccompanied asylum- seeking children
Those disengaged from education
Young people involved in substance misuse
Young people in gangs
Poor mental health
Parental drug/alcohol misuse
Disrupted family life
Domestic violence

● History of physical or sexual abuse
Sexual exploitation takes many forms and a range of coercive techniques is used from
grooming and the development of a ‘consensual’ relationship, through to extreme violence.
Abusers target areas where children and young people meet with a reduced level of
supervision, including shopping centres, takeaways, cinemas, bus or train stations and local
parks. Much of this exploitation occurs in private, away from known areas of prostitution..
Warning Signs
● Going missing for periods of time
● Returning home late
● Disengagement from education
● Poor school attendance (including truancy and school exclusions)
● Appearing with unexplained gifts: clothes, jewellery, trainers, phones, money
● Associating with others involved in sexual exploitation
● Frequently in the company of older people, particularly boyfriends or girlfriends
● Poor sexual health
● Mood swings/poor anger control/changes in emotional well-being
● Drug and alcohol misuse (often a method of increasing compliance)
● Inappropriate sexualised behaviour, especially around strangers
● Association with ‘risky’ adults
● Chronic tiredness
● Secretive behaviour
● Low-level crime, e.g. shoplifting
● Self-harm
● Talking about visiting different areas, especially at night
Further information
The sexual exploitation of children: it couldn’t happen here, could it? (Ofsted 2014)
www.safeguardinghandbook.co.uk/ofstedcse
Safeguarding Children and Young People from Sexual Exploitation (DCSF 2009)
www.safeguardinghandbook.co.uk/sexualexploitation
Puppet on a string: The urgent need to cut children free from sexual exploitation (Barnardos
2011) www.safeguardinghandbook.co.uk/barnardos
If only someone had listened: Inquiry into Child Sexual Exploitation in Gangs and Groups
(Office of the Children’s Commissioner 2013)
www.safeguardinghandbook.co.uk/commissionerexploitation
BLAST Project

www.safeguardinghandbook.co.uk/blast
30.0 Sexting
Sexting is a significant issue for older teenagers but can also effect pupils of Primary age.
Sexting involves the sharing of indecent images of themselves with others. It may be the
intention for the image to be shared only with one person, but invariably these videos or
pictures are shared across the internet. Such images can be part of the early stages of
grooming, especially when the potential victim has only ‘met’ the abuser online. Guidance of
how Mayflower keeps children safe when online can be found in our Online, internet and esafety policy. All concerns should be reported to Sarah Sandey Mayflower’s Online Safety
Lead and / or our Lead Designated Safeguarding Lead, David Sammels. Although the online
logging of concerns is bespoke to Mayflower’s online safety procedures all concerns could
also follow our procedures for Recording, Reporting and Reviewing safeguarding concerns
and use our Pink Form Record – Report – Review System to log the concern with our
Designated Safeguarding Lead – David Sammels Headteacher (See appendix).
Although sexting is a widespread phenomenon, it is illegal to send or be in possession of
indecent images or videos of people under 18 (Protection of Children Act 1978 and Criminal
Justice Act 1988). In the recent past, the police were giving ‘words of advice’ to under 18s
about these images, but they are now more likely to record the offence as a crime, with
potential serious consequences that would follow a conviction of creating or possessing
indecent images of children. Staff will follow our online safety policy and if ever in any doubt
about a concern refer direct to Social Care and the Police.
Why do people send ‘sexts’?
● Experimental phase prior to being sexually active
● As a joke or a dare
● Fun or flirtatious
● In lieu of sexual activity
● To fit in
● Proud of their body
● To show commitment to a relationship
● Because they are ‘in love’
● Easy to do; anonymous
Why is ‘sexting’ such a problem?
●
●
●
●

It is illegal to send or possess images of under 18s
Revenge or intimidation after a relationship comes to an end
Lose control of where the images or videos go
Lead to depression and suicide of victims

Resource: So you got naked online: www.swgfl.org.uk/sextinghelp
31.0 Female Genital Mutilation (FGM)
Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) is the non-medical, partial or total removal of the external
female genital organs. This procedure is typically carried out on young girls, although it can
happen later. FGM is illegal in the UK and particularly affects girls and women from Africa.
Since 1985 it has been a serious criminal offence under the Prohibition of Female
Circumcision Act to perform FGM or to assist a girl to perform FGM on herself. The Female
Genital Mutilation Act 2003 tightened this law to criminalise FGM being carried out on UK
citizens overseas. Anyone found guilty of the offence faces a maximum penalty of 14 years in
prison.
The Serious Crime Act 2015 strengthens further the legislation on FGM and now includes:
The right to anonymity for victims
The offence of failing to protect a girl aged under 16 from the risk of FGM
The provision of Female Genital Mutilation Protection Orders (FGMPO); and
The duty on professionals (including teachers) to notify police when they discover that
FGM appears to have been carried out on a girl under 18
NB For school staff this will occur from a disclosure and not a physical examination
Professionals should note that girls at risk of FGM may not yet be aware of the practice
or that it may be conducted on them, so sensitivity should always be shown when
approaching the subject.
FGM is practised predominately in North African countries, the Middle East and Asia. Schools
should be particularly alert in London, Cardiff, Manchester, Sheffield, Northampton,
Birmingham, Oxford, Crawley, Reading, Slough and Milton Keynes where there are large
communities of people from these countries. However, FGM can occur anywhere in the UK.
The most significant countries for FGM are:
Somalia, Guinea, Djibouti, Sierra Leone, Egypt, Sudan, Eritrea, Mali, The Gambia, Ethiopia,
Burkina Faso, Mauritania, Liberia
Although FGM takes place between birth and around 15 years old; it is believed that the
majority of cases happen between the ages of 5 and 8.
Risk factors for FGM include:
Low levels of integration into UK society
Mother or a sister who has undergone FGM
Girls who are withdrawn from PSHE

Visiting female elder from the country of origin
Being taken on a long holiday to the country of origin
Talk about a ‘special’ procedure to become a woman
If there is a concern regarding pupils or staff being at risk or in danger of Female Genital
Mutilation, staff will follow our procedures for Recording, Reporting and Reviewing
safeguarding concerns and use our Pink Form System to log the concern with our Designated
Safeguarding Lead – David Sammels Headteacher (See appendix).
Further Information:
Fact Sheet: FGM (Serious Crime Act 2015) Ministry of Justice/Home Office
www.safeguardinghandbook.co.uk/FGM2015
Female Genital Mutilation Multi-Agency Guidelines
www.safeguardinghandbook.co.uk/fgm
NSPCC FGM Helpline: 0800 028 3550
fgmhelp@nspcc.org.uk
Forward UK
www.safeguardinghandbook.co.uk/forward uk
http://forwarduk.org.uk/key-issues/fgm/
Daughters of Eve
www.safeguardinghandbook.co.uk/doe
Online training (Home Office) (free)
www.safeguardinghandbook.co.uk/fgmfree

32.0 Duty to prevent Terrorism
In response to the Prevent duty on schools set out in the Counter Terrorism and Security Act
2015, the DfE have published guidance to help schools implement the duty. Staff are advised
to read this guidance in conjunction with Ofsted’s Inspecting Safeguarding 2015. Whilst this
guidance is non-statutory, all staff, have to implement the Prevent duty and should find this
guidance useful.
Commentary
The guidance is clear that extremism and radicalisation are safeguarding concerns and
should be dealt with using the Academy’s existing safeguarding procedures. The DfE says

that the Prevent duty should not be ‘burdensome’.
There are challenges in the implementation of this Prevent duty guidance, not least the
possible tension between the rights of parents to withdraw their child from the teaching of RE,
and the need for schools to ensure that children understand the ‘diverse, religious and ethnic
identities in the UK’.
Briefing Note: How social media is used to encourage travel to Syria and Iraq
Published alongside the guidance is a briefing note for schools: ‘How social media is used to
encourage travel to Syria and Iraq’ (Home Office/DfE). This document gives useful
information to help staff, parents and pupils understand how they might be at risk online and
to understand methods online recruiters use.
KEY POINTS
Themes
These are four themes within the Prevent duty:
●
●
●
●

Risk assessment
Working in partnership
Staff training
IT policies

Identifying ‘at risk’ pupils
See also National Risk Register of Civil Emergencies 2015 (Cabinet Office)
Staff will be signposted to Plymouth Local authority Lead Carl Sweeny and the Police for
contextual information.
No single way to identify a young person who is it risk.
Small changes in behaviour might indicate there are concerns about their wellbeing.
Even very young children might show signs of radicalisation.
Staff will be given training on how to act ‘proportionately’: the prevent duty does not require
teachers to ‘carry out unnecessary intrusion in to family life’.
Referrals
Staff are given training on how to make a referral to either the Prevent team or the child
protection assessment team (as appropriate) when there are concerns about a child. If there
is a concern regarding pupils or staff being at risk or in danger of terrorism, staff will follow our

procedures for Recording, Reporting and Reviewing safeguarding concerns (including
PREVENT) and use our Pink Form System to log the concern with our Designated
Safeguarding Lead – David Sammels Headteacher (See appendix).
Staff understand that this action may lead to a referral to the voluntary ‘Channel’ programme
Additional online training about Channel can be found here:
www.safeguardinginschools.co.uk/onlinechannel
Simon White (PCC LADO) and Carl Sweeny (PCC PREVENT DUTY CPD Lead) can also be
contacted for advice.
Working in Partnership
● LSCBs to co-ordinate local agencies responses to safeguarding children from
extremism and radicalisation.
● LSCBs will refer to radicalisation or extremism concerns in their threshold guidance.
● The Home Office has funded Prevent co-ordinators to work in the community, including
with schools.
● Effective partnerships with parents to signpost them towards sources of support.
Training
● As a minimum, our Designated Safeguarding Leads (DSL’s) will undertake Prevent
awareness training.
● Mayflower’s DSL’s should be able to offer advice and support to other staff.
● Staff will not communicate biased viewpoints or express preferences towards political
viewpoints – staff will remain objective and open to different beliefs and cultures.
IT
● It filtering prevents extremist material being assessed in schools (Mayflower staff are
aware that pupils may use community languages to circumvent filtering)
● Internet, Online and E-Safety
● Staff are developing an awareness of online risks and how extremists use social media
to engage with young people
Building resilience to radicalisation
Mayflower offers a safe environment’ to explore sensitive or controversial topics and should
‘satisfy themselves’ that any resources they use are suitable for pupils.
Spiritual, moral, social and cultural development (SMSC)
● British values

Personal, Social and Health Education (PSHE)
●
●
●
●
●
●

Time to consider sensitive or controversial topics
Give pupil skills and knowledge to understand and manage difficult situations
Learn to recognise and manage risk
Learn to make safer choices
Deal with peer pressure when it threatens their personal safety or well being
Use of functional language and debating skills to support pupils to express
themselves without siting unnecessary offence to others with differing beliefs.
Citizenship
● Understand political and social issues
● Learn about democracy, government and how laws are made
● Learn about diversity and the wide range of ethnic identities in the UK
● Learn about the need for mutual respect and understanding
What to do if you have concerns about individual pupils
Identify concern
Inform Designated Safeguarding Lead – see paragraph above re: referrals
The DSL will refer to Social Care or the local Prevent lead according to local protocols
For non-urgent concerns, the local police can be called on 101
Department for Education Helpline
Dedicated telephone helpline for extremism to help school staff and governors to raise
concerns relating to extremism directly and in confidence. The helpline is not intended for use
in emergency situations.
Telephone: 020 7340 7264
Email: counter.extremism@education.gsi.gov.uk
Documents
Prevent duty guidance for England and Wales (Home Office)
www.safeguardinghandbook.co.uk/prevent
The use of social media for online radicalisation (Home Office/DfE)
www.safeguardinghandbook.co.uk/preventonline
The Prevent duty: departmental advice for schools and childcare providers (DfE)

www.safeguardinghandbook.co.uk/preventschools
33.0 Safeguarding Pupils who are Vulnerable to Extremism
Extremism and radicalisation is another part of safeguarding children and young people. As
with any other concern, the risk of harm is raised when young people are vulnerable and is
often noticed when pupils change their behaviour, clothing or attitudes. If there is a concern
regarding pupils or staff being at risk or in danger of becoming vulnerable to extremism, staff
will follow our procedures for Recording, Reporting and Reviewing safeguarding concerns
and use our Pink Form System to log the concern with our Designated Safeguarding Lead –
David Sammels Headteacher (See appendix).
One aspect of safeguarding children and young people from radicalisation is set out in
‘Promoting Fundamental British Values as part of SMSC in Schools’. This guidance sets out
British values as:
Democracy
The rule of law
Individual liberty
Mutual respect and tolerance of those with different faiths and beliefs
Government ‘Prevent’ Strategy
The government approach to reducing the risk of terrorism is called ‘CONTEST’ and has four
parts to it:
Protect – to strengthen protection against a terrorist attack;
Prepare – to mitigate the impact of a terrorist attack
Pursue – to stop terrorist attacks
Prevent – to stop people becoming terrorists or supporting terrorism
Definition of Extremism

Extremism is vocal or active opposition to fundamental British values, including democracy,
the rule of law, individual liberty and mutual respect and tolerance of different faiths and
beliefs. Calls for the death of members of British armed forces is also included in this
definition.

Extremism takes many forms and all ideologies are included in this area of safeguarding:

⧫
⧫
⧫
⧫

Islamic extremism
Left-wing extremism
Right-wing extremism
Animal rights extremism

Indicators of vulnerability include:
Identity

⧫
⧫
⧫
⧫
⧫
⧫

The pupil is distanced from their cultural/religious heritage and experiences;

⧫

They may be searching for answers to questions about identity, faith and belonging.

Discomfort about their place in society;
Personal crisis – the pupil may be experiencing family tensions;
A sense of isolation;
Low self-esteem
They may have dissociated from their existing friendship group and become involved
with a new and different group of friends;

Personal Circumstances

⧫
⧫
⧫

Migration

⧫
⧫
⧫

The pupil may have perceptions of injustice;

⧫
⧫
⧫

Involvement with criminal groups

⧫

Social interaction

Local community tensions; and

Events affecting the pupil’s country or region of origin may contribute to a sense of
grievance that is triggered by personal experience of racism or discrimination or
aspects of Government policy
Unmet Aspirations

A feeling of failure;

Rejection of civic life
Experiences of Criminality

Imprisonment; and

Poor resettlement/reintegration on release
Special Educational Needs

⧫
⧫
⧫

Empathy with others

⧫
⧫

Being in contact with extremist recruiters;

⧫
⧫
⧫
⧫
⧫
⧫

Possessing or accessing violent extremist literature;

⧫
⧫
⧫
⧫
⧫

All inclusive ethos

Understanding the consequences of their actions; and

Awareness of the motivations of others
More critical risk factors could include:

Accessing violent extremist websites, especially those with a social networking
element;
Using extremist narratives and a global ideology to explain personal disadvantage;
Justifying the use of violence to solve societal issues;
Joining or seeking to join extremist organisations; and
Significant changes to appearance and/or behaviour;

Experiencing a high level of social isolation, resulting in issues of identity crisis and/or
personal crisis.
De-radicalisation

Create doubt or disillusionment
Question ideas
Safe discussions
Range of views

34.0 Teenage and/or Relationship Abuse
The British Crime Survey 2009/10 found that the 16-19 age group were most likely to suffer
abuse from a partner. This led to recognition of the seriousness and prevalence of the issues.
In March 2013, the definition of domestic violence was revised to include young people
between 16 and 18. At Mayflower this may relate to students undertaking work placements in
our Academy, siblings of pupils, pupils or other family and staff members.
Definition of domestic violence
‘’Any incident or pattern of incidents of controlling, coercive or threatening behaviour, violence
or abuse between those aged 16 or over who are or have been with intimate partners or
family members regardless of gender or sexuality. This can encompass but is not limited to
the following types of abuse:

● Psychological
● Physical
● Sexual
● Financial
● Emotional
Controlling behaviour is: a range of acts designed to make a person subordinate and/or
dependant by isolating them from sources of support, exploiting their resources and
capacities for personal gain, depriving them of the means needed for independence,
resistance and escape and regulating their everyday behaviour.
Coercive behaviour is: an act or pattern of acts of assault, threats, humiliation and intimidation
or other abuse that is used to harm, punish, or frighten their victim’’.
This definition, which is not a legal definition, includes so called ‘honour’ based violence,
female genital mutilation (FGM) and forces marriage, and is clear that victims are not
confined to one gender or ethnic group.
If there is a concern regarding pupils or staff being at risk or in danger of becoming vulnerable
to Teenage and/or relationship abuse, staff will follow our procedures for Recording,
Reporting and Reviewing safeguarding concerns and use our Pink Form System to log the
concern with our Designated Safeguarding Lead – David Sammels Headteacher (See
appendix).
Further information
Government Guidance: www.safeguardinghandbook.co.uk/violence
This is abuse website: www.safeguardinghandbook.co.uk/thisisabuse
What is involved in Relationship Abuse?
Emotional abuse
● Constant insults and name calling
● Isolation from friends and family
● Controlling what someone wears or
where they go
● Checking up on partners all the time (inc.
checking emails, texts, social networking
sites etc.)
● Making the person feel responsible for
the abuse
Sexual abuse
● Forcing someone to have sex
● Unwanted kissing or touching
● Being made to watch pornography

Physical Abuse
● Hitting, punching, pushing, biting,
kicking, using weapons etc.

Financial abuse
● Taking/controlling your money
● Forcing people to buy them things
● Forcing partners to work or not to

against your will
● Pressure not to use contraception

work

Warning Signs of Relationship Abuse might include:
● Physical signs
of injury/illness
● Truancy, failing
grades
● Withdrawal,
passivity, being
compliant
● Changes in
mood and
personality

● Isolation from
family and friends
● Frequent texts and
calls from
boyfriend/girlfriend
● Inappropriate
sexual
behaviour/languag
e/ attitudes

● Depression
● Pregnancy
● Use of drugs/alcohol (where
there was no prior use)
● Self-harm
● Eating disorders or problems
sleeping
● Symptoms of post-traumatic
stress
● Bullying/ being bullied

Educational Issues in Relationship Abuse
● Being late for
school/ not
attending
● (especially if
abuser attends
same school
● Arriving early?
Staying late to
avoid abuser
● Not focused in
lessons and he
or she is
preoccupied and
worried

● Very gendered
expectations of
career and
achievement
● Feeling unsafe as
afraid of being
tracked by abuser
via school
● Disturbed sleep
affecting
concentration

● Appearing isolated and
removed
● Worried that everyone at school
knows what’s happening

* Peer on Peer Abuse

Peer-on-Peer abuse is most often used to mean sexual abuse between peers and can start
with inappropriate sexual misconduct, for example, sexual touching of another young person.
Staff will seek advise from the Local Safeguarding Board by following the Academy Record –
Report – Review procedures. Some further links for guidance and support are as follows:
Harmful Sexual Behaviour Framework (NSPCC)
www.safeguardinghanbook.co.uk/hsbf

Brook Sexual Behaviours Traffic Light Tool
(identifying typical and atypical sexual behaviours)
www.safeguardinghandbook.co.uk/brook
An introduction to peer-on-peer abuse (Barnardos)
www.safeguardinghandbook.co.uk/seeit
NSPCC www.safguardinghandbook.co.uk/hsb
35.0 Intimate Care
Policy statement
No child is excluded from participating in our setting who may, for any reason, not yet be toilet
trained and who may still be wearing nappies or equivalent. We work with parents towards
toilet training, unless there are medical or other developmental reasons why this may not be
appropriate at the time.
We make necessary adjustments to our bathroom provision and hygiene practice in order to
accommodate children who are not yet toilet trained.
We see toilet training as a self-care skill that children have the opportunity to learn with the
full support and non-judgemental concern of adults.
Procedures
Nappy Changing
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪

Our changing areas are warm and there are safe areas to lay young children if they need
to have their bottoms cleaned.
All parents/carers with children wearing nappies or pull ups are asked at the drop off time
what they are wearing and when it was last changed. These children are put on a list and
always checked at a certain time throughout the session (please see weekly working
document). If a child needs to be changed before or after this check, this will be done
immediately. The staff members in charge of the daily change will be rotated to ensure
that no overfamiliarity occurs.
The daily check and record includes the name of staff who have checked with their
signature, whether the child was dry, wet or soiled and whether the parent needs to be
informed.
Children in nappies or pull ups have their own bag with nappies, wipes and spare clothes.
The Nursery does have spare nappies, wipes and clothes for any other accidents that may
occur
Gloves and aprons are put on before changing starts and the areas are prepared.

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

▪

Staff clean the changing mat with sterilising spray after every nappy change.
All staff are familiar with the hygiene procedures and carry these out when changing
nappies.
Our staff never turn their back on a child or leave them unattended whilst they are on the
changing mat.
There will always be another member of staff in the vicinity of the changing/toilet area to
provide support if necessary when caring for a child
In addition, staff ensure that nappy changing is relaxed and a time to promote
independence in young children. There is a separate nappy changing document relating to
each prime and specific area of learning, to support the children and staff during the
nappy change process.
Young children are encouraged to take an interest in using the toilet; they may just want to
sit on it and talk to a friend who is also using the toilet.
They are encouraged to wash their hands and have soap and towels to hand. They should
be allowed time for some play as they explore the water and the soap.
Anti-bacterial hand wash liquid or soap is not to be used on young children. Young skin is
quite delicate and anti-bacterial products kill off certain good bacteria that children need to
develop their own natural resistance to infection.
All staff are gentle when changing; they avoid pulling faces and making negative comment
about ‘nappy contents’.
Staff do not make inappropriate comments about young children’s genitals when changing
their nappies.
Older children access the toilet when they have the need to and are encouraged to be
independent.
Nappies and ’pull ups’ are disposed of hygienically, pull ups are bagged and put in the
clinical waste bin. Cloth nappies, trainer pants and ordinary pants that have been wet are
rinsed and bagged for the parent to take home. If they are soiled the contents are flushed
down the toilet and the item is rinsed and bagged.
All Mayflower employees are able to change nappies, pull ups and provide all care
necessary when needed. On occasion we have supply teachers and teaching assistants
on a temporary basis who, if needed, can change children with nappies, pull ups or who
have had an accident wearing underwear. This will only happen when they have been
given full training on the Mayflower Nursery Nappy Changing and Intimate Care Policy
and are aware of all expectations. All staff and support staff will have had a full DBS
check. No student, parent helper, or person under the age of 18 will ever provide intimate
care to a child
If the level of care needed for a child is deemed to be too intrusive for the child, for
example very loose stools, then the child will be made comfortable and parent/carer
called.

Toilet Training
At Mayflower we endeavour to ensure that toilet training is a very gentle and relaxed stage of
development for a child to experience in their own time. No child will be made to sit on the
toilet or reprimanded for not performing. We believe that a child will use the toilet when they

are ready and a reward scheme can be used as a form of positive reinforcement. A good
partnership with a parent/carer is vital for this milestone as with every other stage of
development.
● Prior to toilet training children are encouraged to extend their self-help skills to pull up and
down trousers/skirts as a first step to toilet training.
● Children are encouraged, in a fun way, to sit on the toilet during nappy changes. Praise is
always given whatever the outcome.
● Nappy charts are monitored by a child’s key person.
● When a child is introduced to the nursery or at an appropriate time the key person will talk
to a parent/carer to determine the current stage that the child has reached, if any, with
regard to toilet training.
● If a child is already in attendance a parent may request for the key person to start toilet
training or the key person may notice that the child is showing an interest and ask the
parent’s opinion on commencing.
● Some parents prefer to toilet train children at home in their own way and we would
respect their wishes as, equally, we would respect any different method of training that
they would like us to use within the nursery.
● Parents are advised to put children in pull-ups, if possible, to allow for the appropriate
routine to take place when going to the toilet.
● Spare pants and clothes are requested at the next stage, when pull-ups are replaced by
pants.
● Children will be taken to the toilet regularly until they are able to ask independently and
consistently.
▪ If a child who is already toilet trained or in the process of being toilet trained has an
accident and needs changing and caring for, will be encouraged to use independence at
all times and will only be helped and supported when necessary. This support can be
given by any Mayflower member of staff and supply staff after full training has been given.
No student, parent helper, or person under the age of 18 will ever provide intimate care to
a child.
▪ Pupils who require support when toileting will receive an agreed care plan which is agreed
and signed with their parent. Staff will always make others aware that toileting support is
taking place and will only ever make contact with a child where it is medically necessary
and/or the pupils is in danger e.g. they have slipped, tripped or fallen and is need of
support. Wherever possible, staff will work in eye shot of another member of staff.
▪ Staff will follow the guidance in our safeguarding policy minimising risks to allegations.

Mayflower Community Academy and Nursery Intimate Care Management
Plan
Developed from the Personal Care Management checklist and where
appropriate, any behaviour management plan and associated risk assessment.

Child/young person’s name:

Date of birth:
Intimate Care Management Plan
Reason for intimate care:

Details of assistance required:

Facilities and equipment (clarify responsibility for provision of suitable
environment for IC procedures and supplies, for example
parent/carer/school/other):

Staffing regular
Names:
1.
2.
3.
Time Plan:

Staffing back up
Names:
1.
2.
3.
Time Plan

Training needs (individual staff must keep signed/dated records of training
received in addition to school and setting held records. A record should be
completed when training has been delivered and kept as part of the care
plan. Guidance on training provision can be sought from the PCC Learning
and Communities Department):

Curriculum specific needs:

Arrangements for trips/transport:

Procedures for monitoring and complaints (including notification of changing
needs by any relevant party):

This current plan has been agreed by: Parent(s)/Carer(s) signed: ________________ Date:
___
And staff member;
Name:
Role:
Signature:
Date:

Example letter to be sent to parents the day of a toileting incident:

Dear Parents and Carers,
During the Nursery day it may become necessary for your child to supported with
toileting needs, have their nappy or pull up changed, be supported with toileting accidents or
clothing changed through messy play. At Mayflower Nursery we comply with our policies at
all times and follow set guidelines in how to provide the most appropriate care possible for
your child. If you would like to see a copy of the Mayflower Nursery Nappy Changing and
Intimate Care Policy or Safeguarding Policy then please ask a member of staff or look on the
Academy website.
In order to provide the best possible care for your child, it is necessary for us to have
permission to enable the most appropriate care is given to each individual situation. Please
read the following and sign the consent form below.
If you have any questions or concerns then please do not hesitate to ask a member of
the Nursery team.

Many thanks,
Anna Tickle, Nursery Teacher

I………………………………………………........................................ the Parent/Carer
of…………………………………………………………………… agree for my child to be cared
for, following policy procedures, in any case of wetting, soiling or when deemed appropriate
by a qualified adult.

Signed: ________________________ Date: ________________

36.0 Collection and Supervision (Nursery)
Policy Statement
Children learn best when they are healthy, safe and secure, when their individual needs are
met, and when they have positive relationships with the adults caring for them. The
safeguarding and welfare requirements that Mayflower Nursery have in place are designed to
help create a high quality setting which is welcoming, safe and stimulating, and where
children are able to enjoy learning and grow in confidence.
Key person
Each child is assigned to a key person. Their role is to help ensure that every child’s
care is tailored to meet their individual needs, to help the child become familiar with the
setting, offer a settled relationship for the child and build a relationship with their
parents.
Staff: Child Ratios
Staffing arrangements meet the needs of all children and ensure their safety. Mayflower
Nursery ensures that children are adequately supervised and decides how to deploy
staff to ensure children’s needs are met. Mayflower Nursery informs parents and/or
carers about staff deployment, and, when relevant and practical, aims to involve them in
these decisions. Children must always be within sight and hearing of staff.
Only those aged 17 or over are included in ratios (and staff under 17 should be
supervised at all times). Students on long term placements and volunteers (aged 17 or
over) and staff working as apprentices in early education (aged 16 or over) may be
included in the ratios if we are satisfied that they are competent and responsible.
The ratio and qualification requirements below apply to the total number of staff
available to work directly with children. Exceptionally, and where the quality of care and
safety and security of children is maintained, changes to the ratios may be made. .
For children aged three and over in maintained nursery schools and nursery classes in
maintained schools:
• there must be at least one member of staff for every 13 children;
• at least one member of staff must be a school teacher as defined by section 122 of the
Education Act 2002; and
• at least one other member of staff must hold a full and relevant level 3 qualification.
Managing behaviour
Mayflower Nursery is responsible for managing children’s behaviour in an appropriate
way. We do not give corporal punishment to a child and take all reasonable steps to
ensure that corporal punishment is not given by any person who cares for or is in
regular contact with a child, or by any person living or working in the premises where

care is provided.
Safety and suitability of premises, environment and equipment
Children aged three to five years: 2.3 m2 per child.
Mayflower Nursery provides access to an outdoor play area and we ensure that outdoor
activities are planned and taken on a daily basis (unless circumstances make this
inappropriate, for example unsafe weather conditions). We follow our legal
responsibilities under the Equality Act 2010 (for example, the provisions on reasonable
adjustments).
Mayflower Nursery ensures there is an adequate number of toilets and hand basins
available. We ensure there are suitable hygienic changing facilities for changing any
children who are in nappies and ensure that an adequate supply of clean bedding,
towels, spare clothes and any other necessary items is always available.
Mayflower Nursery ensures that there is an area where staff may talk to parents and/or
carers confidentially, as well as an area in group settings for staff to take breaks away
from areas being used by children.
Mayflower Nursery only releases children into the care of individuals who have been
notified to us by the parent, and we ensure that children do not leave the premises
unsupervised. Mayflower Nursery takes all reasonable steps to prevent unauthorised
persons entering the premises, and have an agreed procedure for checking the identity
of visitors.
When a parent/carer drops their child off to Nursery a member of staff will ask who is
collecting their child. If it is a new family or friend that is unknown to the Nursery staff,
then a password will be given to pass on that must be repeated by the allocated person
before collecting the child. It is vital that, for if any reason the allocated person changes,
the parent/carer must ring the Academy office on 01752 365730 to inform them of the
changes in who will be collecting their child – they will pass the message onto the
Nursery. If, for any reason, Nursery do not hear from the parent/carer and someone
does turn up who is different to who we have been told, we will not let the child leave
until we have been able to get in contact with the first or second allocated contact, for
verbal permission.
Risk assessment
Mayflower Nursery ensures that we take all reasonable steps to ensure staff and
children in our care are not exposed to risks and are able to demonstrate how we
manage risks. We determine where it is helpful to make some written risk assessments
in relation to specific issues, to inform staff practice, and to demonstrate how they are
managing risks if asked by parents and/or carers or inspectors. Risk assessments
should identify aspects of the environment that need to be checked on a regular basis,
when and by whom those aspects will be checked, and how the risk will be removed or

minimised.
Children are kept safe while on outings. We assess the risks or hazards which may arise
for the children, and identify the steps to be taken to remove, minimise and manage
those risks and hazards. The assessment includes consideration of adult to child ratios
(the risk assessment does not necessarily need to be in writing; this is for providers to
judge).
Vehicles in which children are being transported, and the driver of those vehicles, must
be adequately insured.
Special Educational Needs
Mayflower Nursery has arrangements in place to support children with SEN or
disabilities. Maintained nursery schools and other providers who are funded by the local
authority to deliver early education places must have regard to the Special Educational
Needs (SEN) Code of Practice. Maintained nursery schools must identify a member of
staff to act as Special Educational Needs Co-ordinator and other providers (in group
provision) are expected to identify a SENCO.

Example letter to be sent and signed by parent/carers and the point of induction:
Dear Parents and Carers,
Your child’s safety and well-being are of the upmost importance to us here at
Mayflower Nursery. I hope you can realise and agree that the following procedures are not to
cause you inconvenience, but to make sure that every necessary precaution is in place to
keep your child safe at all times.
When you drop your child off to Nursery a member of staff will greet you and will ask
who is collecting your child. If it is a new family or friend that is unknown to the Nursery staff,
then we will give you a password for you to pass on that must be repeated by the allocated
person before collecting your child. It is vital that, for if any reason this changes, you must ring
the Academy office on 01752 365730 to inform them of the changes in who will be collecting
your child – they will pass the message onto us. If, for any reason, we do not hear from you
and someone does turn up who is different to who we have been told, we will not let your
child leave until we have been able to get in contact with you, or your second allocated
contact, for verbal permission. Once again I would like to reinforce that this is not intended to
cause any inconvenience but to ensure your child’s safety at all times.
If you have any questions or concerns at all about our new procedure then please do
not hesitate to ask a member of the Nursery staff and we will be more than happy to help.
Many thanks,

Anna Tickle, Nursery Teacher

I agree to inform the Mayflower Academy office of any changes to the person who will be
collecting my child if different to whom specified. I agree that the Mayflower Nursery will not
let my child leave with an adult who has not been specified unless I have informed them. In
this case – the order of priority for who to contact will be:

1. Name___________________ Relation to child____________Number_______________
2. Name___________________ Relation to child_____________Number______________

Signed________________________________Date_________________

Name of child:

37.0 Home Visit Policy
EARLY YEARS FOUNDATION STAGE HOME VISIT POLICY
At Mayflower Community Academy we understand that starting school can be daunting for
everyone involved. So with this in mind, we want to do all we can to make the process as
stress free and enjoyable as possible for families and their children. The staff involved will
work in partnership with parents. As parents are a child’s first educator, this will help ensure
the best outcomes for the children. The first step of this partnership is a home visit for every
family before a child starts at school. We believe that this enables parents and children to
meet members of staff in the place where they feel most at ease, at home.
We recognise that if children are to achieve their full potential they must have every
opportunity to play and learn to ensure they achieve and maintain these positive outcomes. It
has been acknowledged that children accessing good quality childcare that has strong links
with the home environment can have a very positive impact on children’s learning.
We recognise the following benefits of home visiting:
➢ building of relationships with parents and children

➢ links the child’s learning in both setting and the home environment
➢ recognises and promotes parents and the child’s home environment as the most
important learning environment
➢ assists parents/carers and staff to observe and gain understanding of their children’s
skills and interests
➢ encourages a greater understanding of families’ culture, language and lifestyle
➢ supports the gathering of information about the child which assists with a smoother
transition into the childcare setting
The EYFS Co-ordinator will contact parents once a child’s place has been allocated so that a
convenient time can be arranged. Usually two members of staff, the class teacher and Family
Support Worker, will carry out the visits. A timetable of visits will be left in the Academy office.
The aim of the visit is to:
➢ identify the child’s and family’s needs
➢ encourage understanding of why play matters
➢ ensure parents have information about the setting
➢ promote the importance of the home environment as the most important learning
environment
➢ model age appropriate play
➢ sharing information about the child
➢ start to build relationship with parent/carer and child
➢ agree a settling-in plan
➢ complete paperwork
The next part of the settling in process at school will also be explained. Parents will receive
an invitation to a New Parent’s Induction morning and the child will receive an initiation to
come to school for some transition sessions. If a home visit is not possible, parents/carers will
be invited to visit Mayflower Community Academy at a mutually agreed time.
If Academy based staff are aware of special circumstances or arrangements for home
visiting, these must be discussed with the Foundation Stage Leader in advance who will
decide on the necessary additional arrangements required to carry out the visit.
The following safe working practice should be read when planning home visits to ensure that

staff and families are kept safe. We will work with parents/carers in an open and honest way.
When gathering information we will ensure we comply with the Data Protection Act, respect
parent/carer confidentiality and ensure all personal information and records are kept securely.
Links to other policies
List of examples
Safeguarding
Diversity, equity equal opportunities
Complaints procedure
Confidentiality
MONITORING and REVIEW
It is the responsibility of the EYFS staff to follow this policy. The Mayflower Academy
Leadership Team will carry out monitoring on the EYFS as part of the whole academy
monitoring system.
This policy will be reviewed before the start of each academic year and will evolve to
incorporate the views of all stakeholders concerned.
Amy Parsons (Maternity)
Sarah Murphy Anna Tickle Early Years Foundation Stage Leader
Anna Tickle Nursery Teacher
January 2017
38.0 Managing Self-Harm Policy
Introduction
There are many reasons why children and young people try to harm themselves, and once
they start, it can become a compulsion. This is why it is so important to spot self-harming as
soon as possible and do everything you can to help.
Self-harm is not usually a suicide attempt or a cry for attention and instead, it is often a way
for children and young people to release overwhelming emotions. It is a way of coping and so
whatever the reason, it should be taken seriously.
Self-Harm is the fourth most common concern that children and young people contact
Childline about*. There were over 19,000* Childline counselling sessions about self-harm in
2014/15. In 2013/14 there were 34,517* Childline counselling sessions with children who
talked about suicide – a 116% increase since 2010/11*.
Self-harming behaviour can start at an early age and there is an increase in primary school
presentation, however, this rises steeply in pre-adolescence and adolescence. Recent
research indicates that over half of 11-14 year olds have self-harmed or know someone who
has self-harmed** and in addition, there has been a 70% increase in 10-14 year olds
attending A & E for self-harm related reasons over the two years preceding 2014***. School
staff can play an important role in preventing self-harm and also in supporting pupils, peers
and parents of pupils currently engaging in self-harm.

Since 2010 staff in Plymouth schools and colleges have been offered free STORM CYP
training (Skills Training On Risk Management Children and Young People)**** through
Plymouth CAMHS. The STORM definition of self-harm includes self-injury and behaviours
with suicidal intent. There are separate courses for Assessment and Safety Planning for
Suicide Risk and for Assessment and Safety Planning for Self Injury Risk.
*NSPCC Childline Annual report 2015/16.
**Childline, YouthNet, SelfharmUk and Young Minds Poll (Feb 2015).
***Health and Social Care Information Centre (2014).
**** Robinson J, Green G, Spittal MJ, Templer K, Bailey E. STORM in schools: the
acceptability and efficacy of delivering Skills-based Training on Risk Management (STORM)
in Australian secondary schools. (Awaiting publication 2016)
Scope
This document describes the school’s approach to self-harm. This policy is intended as
guidance for all staff including non-teaching staff and governors.
Aims
To increase understanding and awareness of self-harm.
To alert staff to warning signs and risk factors.
To provide support to staff dealing with pupils who self-harm.
To provide support to pupils who self-harm and their peers and parents/carers.

Definition of Self-Harm
Self-harm is any self-injurious behaviour where the intent is to deliberately cause harm to
one’s own body or suicidal thoughts or actions. Examples of self-injurious behaviour are:
- Cutting, scratching, scraping or picking skin.
- Swallowing inedible objects.
- Taking an overdose of prescription or non-prescription drugs.
- Swallowing hazardous materials or substances.
- Burning or scalding.
- Hair-pulling.
- Banging or hitting the head or other parts of the body.
- Scouring or scrubbing the body excessively.
Risk Factors
The following risk factors, particularly in combination, may make a young person particularly

vulnerable to self-harm:
Individual Factors:
- Depression / anxiety.
- Poor communication skills.
- Low self-esteem.
- Poor problem-solving skills.
- Hopelessness.
- Impulsivity.
- Drug or alcohol abuse/misuse.
- Having additional needs/SEND
Family Factors
- Unreasonable expectations.
- Neglect or physical, sexual or emotional abuse.
- Poor parental relationships and arguments.
- Depression, self-harm or suicide in the family.
Social Factors
- Difficulty in making relationships / loneliness.
- Being bullied or rejected by peers.
- Interest in social networking/websites that focus on self-harm or suicide
STORM training enables understanding of the full range of risk factors and the level of risk
associated with them.
Warning Signs
School staff may become aware of warning signs which indicate a student is experiencing
difficulties that may lead to thoughts of self-injury or suicide. These warning signs should
always be taken seriously and staff observing any of these warning signs should seek further
advice from the Designated Safeguarding Lead (DSL) in the school or their Deputy/Deputies
(DDSL): David Sammels (DSL) and Helen Jennings (DDSL).
Possible warning signs include:
- Changes in eating / sleeping habits (e.g. student may appear overly tired if not
sleeping well).
- Increased isolation from friends or family, becoming socially withdrawn.
- Changes in activity and mood e.g. more aggressive or introverted than usual.
- Lowering of academic achievement.
- Talking or joking about self-harm or suicide.
- Abusing drugs or alcohol.
- Expressing feelings of failure, uselessness or loss of hope.
- Changes in appearance.

Staff Roles in working with pupils who self-harm
Pupils may choose to confide in a member of school staff if they are concerned about their
own welfare, or that of a peer. School staff may experience a range of feelings in response to
self-harm in a student such as anger, sadness, shock, disbelief, guilt, helplessness, disgust
and rejection. However, in order to offer the best possible help to pupils it is important to try
and maintain a supportive and open attitude – a student who has chosen to discuss their
concerns with a member of school staff is showing a considerable amount of courage and
trust.
Pupils need to be made aware that it may not be possible for staff to offer complete
confidentiality. If you consider a pupil is at serious risk of harming themselves then
confidentiality cannot be kept. It is important not to make promises of confidentiality that
cannot be kept even if a student puts pressure on you to do so.
Any member of staff who is aware of a student engaging in or suspected to be at risk of
engaging in self-harm should consult the Designated Safeguarding Lead (DSL) or their
Deputy/Deputies (DDSL): David Sammels (DSL) and Helen Jennings (DDSL).
Following the report, the Designated Safeguarding Lead or Deputy Designated Safeguarding
Lead will make an assessment of the level of risk and decide on the appropriate course of
action. This may include:
Contacting parents / carers.
Contacting the relevant statutory agencies e.g. Children, Young People and Families
or the Police.
Arranging other professional assistance e.g. doctor, nurse, etc.
Consulting with another agency, e.g. CAMHS or the Educational Psychology Service
Arranging an appointment with a counsellor.
Immediately removing the student from lessons if their remaining in class is likely to
cause further distress to themselves or their peers.
In the case of an acutely distressed student, the immediate safety of the student is paramount
and an adult should remain with the student at all times.
If a student has self-harmed in school a first aider should be called for immediate help.
Further Considerations
Any meetings with a student, their parents or their peers regarding self-harm should be
recorded in writing including:
Dates and times.
An action plan.
Concerns raised.
Details of anyone else who has been informed.
Notes of supervision or consultation

The above information should be stored in the student’s child protection file.
It is important to encourage pupils to let a member of staff know if one of their peers is in
trouble, upset or showing signs of self-harming. Friends can worry about betraying
confidences so they need to know that self-harm can be very dangerous and that by seeking
help and advice for a friend they are taking responsible action and being a good friend. They
should also be aware that their friend will be treated in a caring and supportive manner.
The peer group of a young person who self-harms may value the opportunity to talk to a
member of staff either individually or in a small group. Any member of staff wishing for further
advice on this should consult the Designated Lead for Safeguarding or their Deputy.
When a young person is self-harming it is important to be vigilant in case close contacts with
the individual are also self-harming. Occasionally schools discover that a number of pupils in
the same peer group are harming themselves.
Where a young person has been self-harming and the protective factors that have been put in
place are outweighed by the remaining risks, advice should be sought from the ‘Gateway’
team in Children, Young People and Families Services to determine whether or not the
threshold for formal child protection intervention has been met.
Link Documents
See also Section 25 within the Model Schools Child Protection and Safeguarding Policy.
Review of Policy
This Policy will be reviewed annually or sooner if required.
39. Children Missing Education
All school age children, regardless of their circumstances, are entitled to a full time education,
which is suitable to their age, ability, aptitude and any special educational needs they may
have. Local authorities have a duty to establish, as far as it is possible to do so, the identity of
children of compulsory school age who are missing in their area. Effective information sharing
between parents, schools, colleges and local authorities is critical to ensuring that all children
are safe and receiving suitable education.
This school recognises that a child going missing from education is a potential indicator of
abuse or neglect and such children are at risk of being victims of harm, exploitation or
radicalisation. As a result, we will follow the ‘Children Missing Education’ (CME) Policy for
Plymouth which sets out the joint responsibilities of all agencies, all staff in schools, the Local
Authority and the Plymouth Safeguarding Children Board in ensuring that all children and

young people have the opportunity to access appropriate and suitable education provision.
This CME policy document has been developed in accordance with the provisions of the
‘Children Missing Education’ Statutory Guidance (September 2016) for unauthorised absence
and for dealing with children that go missing from education, particularly on repeat occasions.
This will help identify the risk of abuse and neglect, including sexual exploitation, and to help
prevent the risks of going missing in the future.
This school recognises that we have a safeguarding duty in respect of our pupils to
investigate any unexplained absences.
When considering the absence of a pupil or repeat absence, staff in this school are alert to
signs to look out for and the individual triggers to be aware of when considering the potential
safeguarding concerns such as travelling to conflict zones, female genital mutilation and
forced marriage.
In accordance with its statutory duty, this school will always:
-

monitor pupil’s attendance through our daily register;

-

inform the local Educational Welfare Office of the details of pupils who fail to attend
regularly, or about who the school have absence concerns.

-

notify the local authority on the day that the school removes a statutory school age
pupil’s name from the school admission register;

-

make reasonable enquiries to establish the whereabouts of the child, jointly with the
local authority, before deleting the pupil’s name from the register;

-

notify the local authority on the same day of adding a pupil’s name to the admission
register at a non-standard transition point;

-

make reasonable enquiries to establish the whereabouts of a child after an authorised
absence or is absent from school without authorisation for twenty consecutive school
days without permission, before removing them from the admissions register. Removal
from the register in these circumstances will only happen if the school does not have
reasonable grounds to believe that the pupil is unable to attend because of sickness or
unavoidable cause; and

-

Arrange full-time education for excluded pupils from the sixth school day of a fixed
period exclusion.

40. Child Sexual Exploitation
Child Sexual Exploitation is a form of sexual abuse where children are sexually exploited for

money, power or status. It can involve violent, humiliating and degrading sexual acts. In some
cases, young people are persuaded or forced into exchanging sexual activity for money,
drugs, gifts, affection or status. Consent cannot be given, even where a child may believe
they are voluntarily engaging in sexual activity with the person who is exploiting them. Child
sexual exploitation does not always involve physical contact and can happen online. A
significant number of children who are victims of sexual exploitation go missing from home,
care and education at some point.
All staff in this school have received training to help them identify children who have either
suffered child sexual exploitation or may be at risk of child sexual exploitation and are aware
that indicators of child sexual exploitation can include children who:
-

appear with unexpected gifts or new possessions;

-

exhibit secretive behaviour;

-

associate with other young people involved in exploitation;

-

have older boyfriends or girlfriends;

-

suffer from sexually transmitted infections or become pregnant;

-

suffer from changes in emotional well-being (e.g. unusually quiet or withdrawn, low
self- esteem etc.);

-

misuse drugs and/or alcohol;

-

go missing for periods of time or regularly come home late; and

-

regularly miss school or education or do not take part in education.

This school understands that Child Sexual Exploitation is a crime and where staff suspect
child sexual exploitation has occurred or may have occurred, a referral will be made to
Children, Young People and Families Services and/or the Police in accordance with local
safeguarding procedures.
41. Honour Based Violence
So-called ‘honour based’ violence (HBV) is a collection of practices, which are used to control
behaviour within families or other social groups to protect perceived cultural and religious
beliefs and/or honour. HBV manifests itself in a diverse range of ways with children and
young people, including Female Genital Mutilation (see also section 27 above), forced
marriage (i.e. one that is entered into without the full consent of one or both parties and where

violence, threats or any other coercion is used to cause a person to enter into a marriage),
physical assaults, kidnap, threats of violence and practices such as breast ironing. Such
violence can also occur when perpetrators perceive that a relative has shamed the family
and/or community by breaking the ‘honour’ code.
HBV can be distinguished from other forms of violence, as it is often committed with some
degree of approval and/or collusion from family and/or community members.
All forms of HBV are abuse (regardless of the motivation) and will be handled and escalated
as such in this school.
This school understands that in addition to the physical risks that a child may suffer as a
result of HBV, a child may also suffer significant emotional harm through the threats of
violence or witnessing this directed at a sibling or other family member.
All staff in this school are aware that a child could be the victim of violence/abuse in the name
of ‘honour’ for what an outside person may perceive to be a ‘minor’ issue.
Behaviours that could be seen to transgress concepts of ‘honour’ include:
-

Inappropriate make-up or dress;

-

The existence of a boyfriend;

-

Rejecting a forced marriage;

-

Pregnancy outside of marriage;

-

Being a victim of rape;

-

Perceptions that the victim is gay/lesbian;

-

Inter-faith relationships (or same faith but different ethnicity);

-

Leaving a spouse or seeking divorce;

-

Kissing or intimacy in a public place.

This school recognises it is likely that awareness that a child is the victim of an honour based
crime will only come to light after the commission of an assault of some kind. There are
inherent risks to the act of disclosure for the victim and possibly limited opportunities to ask
for help for fear that their families will find out.
Where staff are unsure whether or not HBV has occurred or has the potential to occur, they

will always seek the advice of the Designated Safeguarding Lead (or Deputy Designated
Safeguarding Lead in their absence) in the first instance.
This school will ensure that any suspicion or disclosure of violence or abuse against a child in
the name of ‘honour’ will be treated equally seriously as any other suspicion or disclosure or
significant harm against a child and will activate local safeguarding procedures, reporting the
matter directly to Children, Young People and Families Services and/or the Police
accordingly.
Policy Review: The Academy Council is responsible for ensuring the annual review of this
policy.

APPENDIX ONE
Child’s Name ……………………………………………….
Date of Birth …………………
1. Injuries
Indicate on the diagrams the position of any bruising, cuts, or abrasions that you have
noticed.

Print name of Person who witnessed the wound(s) and who filled out this form:
...............................................................
Signed: Person who witnessed the wound(s) and who filled out this form:
...............................................................
Signed (Designated Safeguarding Lead) …………………………Date…………

APPENDIX TWO
For advice ring The Gateway (01752)305200
CP FOLDER – CONTENTS
When using this folder and adding a piece of information
please do
the following:
1) Fill in / record your information using a CP recording form. Ensure to fill out all
the sections.
2) File in the appropriate section (see table below).
3) Add details of your entry on the chronological report form.
4) Ensure that the Designated Safeguarding Lead and / or the Deputy Designated
Safeguarding Lead knows that you have added an entry. If neither of them are
available inform the most senior member of staff on site. This should wherever
possible be a member of the senior leadership team. Our SENCO’s also have an
in depth understanding of the CP procedures and should be informed.
5) If the above staff are not available (or) do not contact Social Care through
Advice and Assessment then as a member of staff or visitor you should contact
Advice and Assessment yourself on (01752)308600 to make a referral and / or to
seek advice and have the concern logged.
SECTION

CONTENTS

1

Chronology of events

2

E-mails and letters

3

Telephone conversations

4

Face 2 face interviews and referrals / worries and
concerns

5

CP Co-ordinators notes, reports and observations

6

Official meetings involving outside agencies and lead
professionals e.g. CP review meetings

7

School information regarding attendance, attainment
etc.

Step 1

RECORD Your Concern

Do
DO- Have another adult with
you as a witness whilst with
the child.
DO- Remain calm and
caring.
DO- Let the child speak
freely.
DO- Inform the child that you
may have to tell someone
about your concern.
DO- Find out what action
has been taken regarding
your concern before the end
of the working day- before
you leave to go home.
DO- Write what the child
says in his/her own words.

Step 2

REPORT Your Concern

Do Not
DO NOT- Ask leading
questions or interrupt the
child’s flow of speech.
DO NOT- Take photographs.
DO NOT- Examine the child.
DO NOT- Interpret what you
have been told – just record
it- in the child’s own words
wherever possible.
DO NOT- Delay the
opportunity to listen.

DO NOT- Allow your feelings
to influence the child- don’t
show shock/anger/pity etc.
DO- Report the concern
DO NOT make promises of
immediately.
secrecy.
DO NOT- Assume someone
else is dealing with the
concern.
1) David Sammels- Designated Safeguarding Lead for Child
Protection and Headteacher
2) Helen Jennings- Deputy Designated Safeguarding Lead
for Child Protection and Deputy Headteacher
3) Chris Lang – Family Support Worker
4) Penny Peters – SENDCo
5) Sarah Sandey – Year 5/6 Phase and Online Safety
Leader
6) Social care- Ring the concern through to The Gateway
(01752)307160 or Multi Agency Hub (01752)305200 then
inform David Sammels as soon as possible.

Step 3

REVIEW Your Concern

REVIEW your concern- Before you leave to go home
that day, ensure you find out where your referral or
concern has gone, what action has taken place and by
who. If you feel that the concern has not been acted
upon appropriately, ring the concern through to The
Gateway Tel: (01752)307160 or Multi Agency Hub
(01752)305200then inform one of the designated
safeguarding leads as soon as possible.
If you have been affected by this experience and feel you
would like to talk to someone in confidence about coping
strategies (not the concern/case itself- this must remain
confidential) you can self-refer to the Schools Counselling
Service on Tel: 07519038509 Email:
schoolscouncelling@hotmail.co.uk or speak to the
Headteacher for help.

APPENDIX THREE
Mayflower Community Academy
41, Ham Drive, Plymouth, PL2 2NJ
TEL: 01752 365730
Fax: 01752 365728

SAFE GUARDING, CHILD PROTECTION & WELFARE
BRIEFING FOR
PERMANENT, TEMPORARY, SUPPLY STAFF, VOLUNTEERS & VISITORS

Step 1

RECORD
Your
Concern

Step 2

REPORT
Your
Concern

Do
DO- Have another adult with
you as a witness whilst with
the child.
DO- Remain calm and
caring.
DO- Let the child speak
freely.
DO- Inform the child that
you may have to tell
someone about your
concern.
DO- Find out what action
has been taken regarding
your concern before the end
of the working day- before
you leave to go home.
DO- Write what the child
says in his/her own words.
DO- Report the concern
immediately.

Do Not
DO NOT- Ask leading questions or interrupt
the child’s flow of speech.
DO NOT- Take photographs.
DO NOT- Examine the child.
DO NOT- Interpret what you have been told –
just record it- in the child’s own words
wherever possible.
DO NOT- Delay the opportunity to listen.

DO NOT- Allow your feelings to influence the
child- don’t show shock/anger/pity etc.
DO NOT make promises of secrecy.

DO NOT- Assume someone else is dealing
with the concern.
1) David Sammels- Designated Safeguarding Lead for Child Protection and
Headteacher
2) Helen Jennings- Deputy Designated Safeguarding Lead for Child
Protection and Deputy Headteacher
3) Chris Lang – Family Support Worker
4) Penny Peters – SENDCo
5) Sarah Sandey – Year 5/6 Phase and Online Safety Leader
6) Social care- Ring the concern through to The Gateway (01752)307160 or
Multi Agency Hub (01752)305200 then inform David Sammels as soon as
possible.

Step 3

REVIEW
Your
Concern

REVIEW your concern- Before you leave to go home that day, ensure you
find out where your referral or concern has gone, what action has taken
place and by who. If you feel that the concern has not been acted upon
appropriately, ring the concern through to The Gateway Tel:
(01752)307160 or Multi Agency Hub (01752)305200then inform one of
the designated safeguarding leads as soon as possible.
If you have been affected by this experience and feel you would like to talk to
someone in confidence about coping strategies (not the concern/case itselfthis must remain confidential) you can self-refer to the Schools Counselling
Service on Tel: 07519038509 Email: schoolscouncelling@hotmail.co.uk or

speak to the Headteacher for help.

While working in or visiting Mayflower Community Academy, you have a duty of care
towards the children and young people here. This means that at all times you should act in
a way that is consistent with their safety and welfare.
In addition, if at any time you have a concern about a child or young person, particularly if you
think they may be at risk of abuse or neglect, it is your responsibility to share that concern
with the Designated Safeguarding Lead, who is Mr David Sammels (Headteacher)
Telephone ext: 104. Also please read and follow the following guidance from our
Safeguarding and Child Protection Policy:
2.1.5

All members of staff, volunteers, and governors know how to respond to a
pupil who discloses abuse, and the procedure to be followed in appropriately
sharing a concern of possible abuse or a disclosure of abuse. All concerns
should be reported to - in the first instance a) The Designated Safeguarding
Lead in charge of child protection – David Sammels

This is not an exhaustive list but you may have become concerned as a result of:
• observing a physical injury, which you think may have been non-accidental
• observing something in the appearance of a child or young person which suggests they are
not being sufficiently well cared for
• observing behaviour that leads you to be concerned about a child or young person
• a child or young person telling you that they have been subjected to some form of abuse.
In any of the circumstances listed here, you must write down what you saw or heard
(adding direct quotations of speech where possible), date and sign your account, and give
it to the designated safeguarding lead/child protection co-ordinator. This may be the
beginning of a legal process – it is important to understand that legal action against a
perpetrator can be seriously damaged by any suggestion that the child has been led in
any way.
If a child talks to you about abuse, you should follow these guidelines:
Rather than directly questioning the child, just listen and be supportive.
● Never stop a child who is freely recalling significant events, but don’t push the child to
tell you more than they wish.
● Make it clear that you may need to pass on information to staff in other agencies who
may be able to help – do not promise confidentiality. You are obliged to share any
information relating to abuse or neglect.

● Write an account of the conversation immediately, as close to verbatim as possible.
Put the date and timings on it, and mention anyone else who was present. Then sign it,
and give your record to the designated safeguarding lead/child protection co-ordinator,
who should contact children’s social care if appropriate.
WHAT IS CHILD ABUSE?
What is abuse and neglect?
Abuse and neglect are forms of maltreatment of a child. Somebody may abuse or neglect a
child by inflicting harm, or by failing to act to prevent harm. Children may be abused in a
family or in an institutional or community setting, by those known to them or, more rarely by a
stranger. They may be abused by an adult or adults, or another child or children.
Physical abuse
Physical abuse may involve hitting, shaking, throwing, poisoning, burning or scalding;
drowning, suffocating, or otherwise causing physical harm may also be caused when a parent
or carer fabricates the symptoms of, or deliberately induces illness in a child.
Emotional abuse
Emotional abuse is the persistent emotional maltreatment of a child such as to cause severe
and persistent adverse effects on the child’s emotional development. It may involve
conveying to children that they are worthless or unloved, inadequate, or valued only insofar
as they meet the needs of another person. It may feature age or developmentally
inappropriate expectations being imposed on children. These may include interactions that
are beyond the child’s developmental capability, as well as overprotection and limitation of
exploration and learning, or preventing the child participating in normal social interaction. It
may involve seeing or hearing the ill treatment of another. It may involve serious bullying,
causing children frequently to feel frightened of in danger, or the exploration or corruption of
children. Some level of emotional abuse is involved in all types of maltreatment of a child,
though it may occur alone.
Sexual abuse
Sexual abuse involves forcing or enticing a child or young person to take part in sexual
activities, including prostitution, whether or not the child is aware of what is happening. The
activities may involve physical contact, including penetrative (e.g., rape, buggery or oral sex)
or non-penetrative acts. They may include non-contact activities, such as involving children in
looking at, or in the production of, sexual online images, watching sexual activities, or
encouraging children to behave in sexually inappropriate ways.
Neglect
Neglect is the persistent failure to meet a child’s basic physical and/or psychological needs,

likely to result in the serious impairment of the child’s health or development. Neglect may
occur during pregnancy as a result of maternal substance abuse. Once a child is born,
neglect may involve a parent or carer failing to:
● Provide adequate food, clothing and shelter (including exclusion from or abandonment)
● Protect a child from physical and emotional harm or danger
● Ensure adequate supervision (including the use of inadequate care-givers)
● Ensure access to appropriate medical care or treatment
It may also include neglect of, or unresponsiveness to, a child’s basic emotional needs.
INDICATORS OF PHYSICAL ABUSE
The following is a summary of some of the indicators that may suggest a child is being
abused or is at risk of harm. It is important to recognise that indicators alone cannot
confirm whether a child is being abused. Each child should be seen in the context of
their family and wider community and a proper assessment carried out by appropriate
persons. What is important to keep in mind is that if you feel unsure or concerned, do
something about it. Don’t keep it to yourself.
Most children collect cuts and bruises quite routinely as part of the rough and tumble of daily
life. Clearly, it is not necessary to be concerned about most of these minor injuries. But
accidental injuries normally occur on the bony prominences – e.g., shins. Injuries on the soft
areas of the body are more likely to be inflicted intentionally and should therefore make us
more alert to other concerning factors that may be present.

Factors that should arouse concern
● Multiple bruising or bruises and scratches (especially on the head and face).
● Clusters of bruises – e.g., fingertip bruising (caused by being grasped).
● Bruises around the neck and behind the ears – the most common abusive injuries are
to the head.
● Bruises on the back, chest, buttocks, or on the inside of the thighs.
● Marks indicating injury by an instrument – e.g., linear bruising (stick), parallel bruising
(belt), marks of a buckle.
● Bite marks.
● Deliberate burning may also be indicated by the pattern of an instrument or object –
e.g., electric fire, cooker, cigarette.
● Scalds with upward splash marks or tide marks.
● Untreated injuries.
In the social context of the school, it is normal to ask about noticeable injury. The response to
such an enquiry is generally light-hearted and detailed. So, most of all, concern should be
aroused when:
● The explanation given does not match the injury
● No explanation is forthcoming

● The child (or the parent/carer) is secretive or evasive
● The injury is accompanied by allegations of abuse or assault.
You should be concerned if the child or young person:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Is reluctant to have parents/carers contacted
Runs away or shows fear of going home
Is aggressive
Flinches when approached or touched
Is reluctant to undress to change clothing for sport
Wears long sleeves during hot weather
Is unnaturally compliant in the presence of parents/carers.

The NSPCC Child Maltreatment Survey (Cawson et al, 2000) found that 7 percent of the
sample of young adults had experienced serious physical abuse as children. 14 percent had
experienced some physical maltreatment.

EMOTIONAL ABUSE
The nature of emotional abuse
● Most harm is produced in low warmth, high criticism homes, not from single incidents.
● Emotional abuse is difficult to:
define
identify/recognise
prove
● Emotional abuse:
is chronic and cumulative
has a long term impact
● All kinds of abuse and neglect have emotional effects.
● Children can be harmed by witnessing someone harming another person – as in
domestic violence.
Indicators of emotional abuse
The following is a summary of some of the indicators that may suggest a child is being
abused or is at risk of harm. It is important to recognise that indicators alone cannot
confirm whether a child is being abused. Each child should be seen in the context of
their family and wider community and a proper assessment carried out by appropriate
persons. What is important to keep in mind is that if you feel unsure or concerned, do
something about it. Don’t keep it to yourself.
Developmental issues

● Delays in physical, mental and emotional development
● Poor school performance
● Speech disorders
Behaviour
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Acceptance of punishment which appears excessive
Over-reaction to mistakes
Continual self-deprecation
Neurotic behaviour (such as rocking, hair-twisting, thumb-sucking)
Self-mutilation
Suicide attempts
Drug/solvent abuse
Running away
Compulsive stealing, scavenging
Acting out
Poor trust in significant adults
Regressive behaviour – e.g., wetting
Eating disorders
Destructive tendencies
Neurotic behaviour
Arriving early at school, leaving late

Social issues
●
●
●
●
●

Withdrawal from physical contact
Withdrawal from social interaction
Over-compliant behaviour
Insecure, clinging behaviour
Poor social relationships

Emotional responses
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Fear of new situations
Inappropriate emotional responses to painful situations
Fear of parents being contacted
Self-disgust
Low self-esteem
Unusually, fearful with adults
Lack of concentration, restlessness, aimlessness
Extremes of passivity or aggression

SEXUAL ABUSE
The nature of sexual abuse

● Sexual abuse is often perpetrated by people who are known and trusted by the child –
e.g., relatives, family friends, neighbours, babysitters, people working with the child in
school, faith settings, clubs or activities.
● Characteristics of child sexual abuse:
it is often planned and systematic – people do not sexually abuse children by
accident, though sexual abuse can be opportunistic
grooming a child – people who abuse children take care to choose a
vulnerable child and often spend time making them dependent
grooming the child’s environment – abusers try to ensure that potential adult
protectors (parents and other carers especially) are not suspicious of their
motives.
● Most people who sexually abuse children are men, but some women sexually abuse
too.
● A large-scale study of young adults found that 16 percent had experienced sexual
abuse during childhood (when they were under 16) -11 percent was contact abuse and
6 percent was non-contact abuse (Cawson et al, 2000, child maltreatment in the
United Kingdom: a study of the prevalence of child abuse and neglect. London:
NSPCC. Page 85).
Indicators of sexual abuse
The following is a summary of some of the indicators that may suggest a child is being
abused or is at risk of harm. It is important to recognise that indicators alone cannot
confirm whether a child is being abused. Each child should be seen in the context of
their family and wider community and a proper assessment carried out by appropriate
persons. What is important to keep in mind is that if you feel unsure or concerned, do
something about it. Don’t keep it to yourself.
Physical observations
Damage to genitalia, anus or mouth
Sexually transmitted diseases
Unexpected pregnancy, especially in young girls
Soreness in genital areas, anus or mouth
Unexpected recurrent urinary tract infections and discharges or abdominal pain
Behavioural observations
Sexual knowledge inappropriate for age
Sexual behaviour in young children
Sexual provocative behaviour/promiscuity
Hinting of sexual activity
Inexplicable decline in school performance
Sudden apparent changes in personality

Lack of concentration, restlessness, aimlessness
Socially withdrawn
Overly-compliant behaviour
Acting out, aggressive behaviour
Poor trust in significant adults
Regressive behaviour, onset of wetting, by day or night
Onset of insecure, clinging behaviour
Arriving early at school, leaving late, running away from home
Suicide attempts, self-mutilation, self-disgust
Eating disorders

NEGLECT
The nature of neglect
● Neglect is a lack of parental care but poverty and lack of information or adequate
services can be contributory factors.
● Far more children are registered to the category of neglect on child protection registers
than to the other categories. As with abuse, the number of children experiencing
neglect is likely to be much higher than the numbers on the register.
● Neglect can include parents or carers failing to:
-

provide adequate food, clothing and shelter
protect a child from physical emotional harm or danger
ensure adequate supervision or stimulation
ensure access to appropriate medical care or treatment

● The NSPCC study (Cawson et al, 2000) of the experiences of young adults as children
included the following examples of neglect of children under 12 (6 percent):
-

frequently going hungry
frequently having to go to school in dirty clothes
regularly having to look after themselves because of parents being away or
having problems such as drug or alcohol misuse
being abandoned or deserted
living at home in dangerous physical conditions
not being taken to the doctor when ill
not receiving dental care.

There were also samples (5 percent) of children under 10 left at home overnight
without adult supervision, and children under 14 allowed out overnight without parents
knowing their whereabouts

● Neglect is often linked to other forms of abuse, so any concerns school staff have
should be at least be discussed with the designated safeguarding lead/child protection
co-ordinator.
Indicators of neglect
The following is a summary of some of the indicators that may suggest a child is being
abused or is at risk of harm. It is important to recognise that indicators alone cannot
confirm whether a child is being abused. Each child should be seen in the context of
their family and wider community and a proper assessment carried out by appropriate
persons. What is important to keep in mind is that if you feel unsure or concerned, do
something about it. Don’t keep it to yourself.
Neglect is a difficult form of abuse to recognise and is often seen as less serious than other
categories. It is however, very damaging: children who are neglected often develop more
slowly than others and may find it hard to make friends and fit in with their peer group.
Physical indicators of neglect
●
●
●
●
●
●

Constant hunger and stealing food
Unkempt, dirty and smelly
Underweight
Dress unsuitable for weather
Illness or injury untreated
Looking sad, false smiles

Behavioural indicators of neglect
●
●
●
●
●
●

Constant tiredness
Frequent absence from school or lateness
Missing medical appointments
Isolated among peers
Frequently unsupervised
Stealing or scavenging, especially food

Notes based on NSPCC EduCare (2006) Someone to turn to. Learnington: NSPCC EduCare.

DIVERSITY: MYTHS AND BARRIERS
Myths about child abuse
Myths relating to child abuse are important because they are powerful, false and often
collectively held. They contribute to both public and professional perceptions about who
abuses, who is abused and why. It is inevitable that through working to safeguard children we

will come into contact with myths about how and why people abuse and how children find it
hard to tell. These myths will influence how we respond, either as individuals or as members
of a professional network. There is also a tendency to give more credibility to some
professional groups than others. This can make it difficult for those who think of themselves
as having less status to contribute to discussions and decision-making processes and to be
believed. It is crucial that we all recognise this and try to stop it from influencing our behaviour
and ability to protect children. Myths and barriers need to be understood it they are not to
impede the objectivity and open-mindedness that is required when responding to concerns or
suspicions of abuse.
Barriers for children
What stops them telling?
There are many reasons why children don’t tell. Here are some of the main ones:
● Many children do not have the language to tell what is happening to them. They may
be too young to have the vocabulary, have a first language different from those who
care for them, use an augmentative communication system (e.g., sign language) which
lacks the words they need, or have carers who don’t know how to help them
communicate.
● Children subject to abuse may think that they will not be believed. They may have
been told by an abuser that this will be the case.
● Children subject to abuse often expect to be blamed for what is happening to them.
They feel at least partly responsible for the abuse, and may have been encouraged in
this by the abuser, who may not tell them it is their fault.
● Many children, especially younger ones, don’t recognise that what is happening to
them is abuse, is wrong, or that they have the right to have it stopped.

CHILD PROTECTION
CONCERN REPORT BOOKLET
‘Together we can keep children safe’

RECORD REPORT REVIEW
RECORD your concerns on this sheet (see Do’s and Don’ts on the back cover)
and then

REPORT them to:

1) David Sammels - Designated Safeguarding Lead and Headteacher
2) Helen Jennings - Deputy Designated Safeguarding Lead and Deputy
Headteacher
3) Chris Lang – Family Support Advisor
4) Penny Peters – SENDCo
5) Sarah Sandey – Year 5/6 Phase Leader and Online Safety Leader
6) Social Care - If none of the above are available or you feel that the concern
hasn’t been acted on appropriately, ring the concern through to The Gateway
(01752)307160 or Multi Agency Hub (01752)305200 and then inform one of the
designated persons above as soon as possible

The Academy will seek further advice and look to call their own strategy meeting
if they feel that Social Care has not dealt with the concern appropriately.

REVIEW your concern – before you leave to go home that day, ensure you find out
where your referral / concern has gone – what action has taken place and by who. If
you feel that the concern has not been acted upon appropriately, ring the concern
through to Social Care- Ring the concern through to The Gateway (01752)307160 or Multi
Agency Hub (01752)305200 then inform David Sammels and/or one of the designated
safeguarding leads as soon as possible.

Mayflower Community ACADEMY

41, Ham Drive, Plymouth, PL2 2NJ
TEL: 01752 365730
Email: school.office@mayfloweracademy.org

MAYFLOWER COMMUNITY ACADEMY SAFEGUARDING AND CHILD PROTECTION
CONCERNS LOG SHEET (SHEET NO: of
)
PRINTED Name
and Contact
Details of
Person Writing
This Concern:

DATE:

Concern
Regarding- e.g.
Child’s Name:

Child’s DOB:

Time:

Position in Establishment – Please
Indicate: (Staff)
(Governor)
(Volunteer) (LA) (Other - Please
State)

Child’s Address:

Details of any
Siblings in
School:

Print clear factual details of your initial concern and what action you have taken e.g. who you spoke
with at Social Care, time date and quotations from conversations not opinion (attach more info on
another one of these sheets or a body map if necessary):

If you want advice, information and support about services for children, young people and families
who are vulnerable and at risk Contact the Gateway on (01752)307160

If you have determined that a child or young person is at risk of, or is, being harmed, abused or
suffering neglect, contact the Multi-Agency Hub on (01752)305200

What category of abuse would you consider this to be? NB-A disclosure of physical harm
needs immediate action and referral to Social Care THE GATEWAY (01752)3071760 OR THE
MULTI-AGENCY HUB (01752)305200
Physical-REQUIRES
IMMEDIATE ACTION

Sexual- REQUIRES
IMMEDIATE ACTION

increased risk of serious harm.
Record-Report-Review

increased risk of serious harm.
Record-Report-Review

Neglect-Seek advice as
soon as possible that
day. Record-Report-Review

EmotionalSeek
advice as
soon as
possible
that day.
Record-ReportReview

Time
Reported:

Date
Reported:

Reported
to:

Signed by Receiver:

Signed by Person
Writing This Report:

Do

Do Not

Step 1
DO - Have another adult with you as a DO NOT - Ask leading questions or
witness whilst with the child.
interrupt the child’s flow of speech.

RECOR
D Your
Concern

DO - Remain calm and caring.

DO NOT -Take photographs.

DO - Let the child speak freely.

DO NOT - Examine the child.

DO - Inform the child that you may have to DO NOT - Interpret what you have been
told – just record it – in child’s own words
tell someone about your concern.
wherever possible.
DO - Find out what action has been taken
regarding your concern before the end of DO NOT - Delay the opportunity to listen.
the working day – before you leave to go
DO NOT - Allow your feelings to influence
home.
the child – don’t show shock/anger/pity
DO - Write what the child says in his/her etc.
own words.
DO NOT - Make promises of secrecy.
DO – Write in black or blue ink only.
DO NOT - Assume someone else is
DO - Report the concern immediately.
dealing with the concern.

Step 2

1) David Sammels - Designated Safeguarding Lead and Headteacher

2) Helen Jennings - Deputy Designated Safeguarding Lead and Deputy
Headteacher
REPORT
Your
Concern

3) Chris Lang – Family Support Advisor

4) Penny Peters – SENDCo

5) Sarah Sandey – Year 5/6 Phase Leader and Online Safety Leader

6) Social Care – Ring the concern through to The Gateway (01752)307160 or
Multi Agency Hub (01752)305200 then inform David Sammels as soon as
possible.

The Academy will seek further advice and look to call their own
strategy meeting if they feel that Social Care has not dealt with the
concern appropriately.
REVIEW your concern before you leave to go home that day, ensure you find
Step 3

REVIEW
Your
concern

out where your referral or concern has gone, what action has taken place and
by who. If you feel that the concern has not been acted upon appropriately,
ring the concern through to The Gateway Tel: (01752)307160 or Multi
Agency Hub (01752)305200 then inform one of the designated safeguarding
leads as soon as possible. If you have been affected by this experience and
feel you would like to talk to someone in confidence about coping strategies
(not the concern/case itself- this must remain confidential) you can self-refer
to the Schools Counselling Service on Tel: 07519038509 Email:
schoolscouncelling@hotmail.co.uk or speak to the Headteacher for help.

